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dent; William Green, secretary-treasure- r,
all international officers; John R.
Lawson and Edward Doyle, district
officers; John McLennan, president of
the Colorado State Federation of Labor; Adolph Germer and other national organizers directly connected with
the conduct of the strike in Colorado.
According to Cass K. Herrington,
general counsel for the plaintiff company, the Danburt Hatters' case will
be cited as a precedent, and, if necessary, the cases carried to the United
States supreme court.
Similar cases are to be filed In the
next few days, say counsel, by the
n
Fuel company, la the
United States district .court; by the
Oakview Coal and Coke company in
the Huerfano county district court,
and by the Rocky. Mountain Fuel
company in the district court of Bould'
;
er countyi
Horace N. Hawkins, attorney for the
United Mine Workers of America, today made the following statement- re
garding the damage suit filed at Trini
dad: .
"The giving to the press of a copy
of the complaint in advance of its being filed in court shows the real object of the suit. Mr. Rockefeller's
company doubtless, figures that the
payment of the $5 court docket fee
will enable it to get several columns
of advertising free. Of course, the
suit against Ed Doyle and a few other
working men to recover a million dollars is a joke. It will be noted that!
the suit is hot brought against the
United Mine Workers of America, but
against only a few workingmen whose
aggregate property would hardly equal
the income of Mr. Rockefeller for one
hour. I .believe it is figured that Mr.
Rockefeller's income is $5,000 per hour
for every day of the year.
"One sigular thing about the suit is
that Mr. Rockefeller's company says
it has already been damaged by the
strike a million dollars, 'although the
company has been publishing for some
time that it had al lthe men it wanted
and that the strike had not affected
it at ail. Query: If the strike up to
tills date has' damaged the company
a million dollars, what will the damage
bd before the strike is ended? :;
"This suit will give the United Mine
Workers of America the opening for
which it has been looking, namely, to
show in court that Mr. Rockefeller's
company and other companies who are
allied with the Colorado Fuel and Iron
company constitute a gigantic trust,
enoperating in violation of law and
gaged in oppressing the people In pric,
es charged for coal.
"We welcome the litigation and will
insist upon its trial. Mr. Doyle and
the other workers who are sued for a
million dollars will have hack of them
all organized working men throughout
the United States." '
Viotor-Amerjea-
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$1,CC0,C30

IS

DE1IA1ED

PROPRIETORS THINK
THEIR TREASURIES SHOULD

COLLIERY

BE REIMBURSED

Trinidad, Colo., March aO. Charging a combination and conspiracy on
the part of the United Mine Workers
of America and the district officials
and members to injure the business
of the coal corporation by the wrongful calling o8 a strike, a suit asking
for damages to the amount of $1,000,-00- 0
and costs of action and body
judgment against President John P.
White, Vice President Frank J. Hayes
and a score of others was filed this
morning in tbe district courts of Las
Animas county by Cass E. Herrington,
general counsel for the Colorado Fuel
and Iron company.
This Is the first of several suits
which it has been announced will be
filed against the miners' organization
involved la the present strike.
The complaint charges that in furtherance of the alleged combination and
conspiracy, the United Mine Workers
of America caused large quantities of
guns and ammunition to be purchased
for use, and which were used in terrifying the said employes of plaintiff
into sU'iKing, ana ueienuaius cuuseu
inflammatory and intimidating speeches to he made to plaintiffs employes,
which speeches contained intimations
and insinuations and statements that
personal injuries and abuse would
come to those who failed to respond
to said call to strike."
f
It is declared that about
the employes of the company went out
on strike and that the greater portion
"di so because the purchase of
had caused
arms and ammunition
them to fear personal abuse- or bodily
injury if they remained."
The "defendants are charged with
"most," violent, riotous, unlawful and
felonious conduct" in directing the
Btrike. It is charged that the strikers' tent colonies were so "constructed, guarded, policed and managed as
to strike terror to the minds of those
who might wish to seek empolyment"
with the company, and that "defendants caused rifle pits to be constructed around the tent colonies." It is
charged also that men were restrained
in the tent colonies when they desired
"to return to work" and that men
brought in by the company to fill the
places of the strikers "were, threatened
and intimidated."
It is claimed that the acts of the
defendants have deprived the company of the services' of its employes,
reduced the output of its mines and
coke ovens, increased the cost of production and Inflicted damage, to cover
which $1,000,000 damages are asked.
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March
AuBtin, Tex.,
Ballard, an American, was kidnaped
by Mexicans- Wednesday from Carrizo
Springs, Texas, and escaped by diving
into the Rio Grande, according to di
patches today to Governor O. B. Col
20.7-Charl-

-

The governor has wired to
know whether Texas rangers are need- ed in the Carrizo Springs territory.
The kidnaping was reported by W.
T. Gardner, sheriff of Dimmitt coun
ty, of which Carrizo Springs is the
county seat, This town is about 3o
miles from the border. Gardner's tele
gram to the governor, dated March 19,
reads:
"Charles Ballard, American, was
from the oity yesterday morning
at 9 o'clock by five Mexicans and led
by rope around,4he neck and hands
tied to the Rio Grande river. He
cut the rope, freed himself, and, diving down stream, escaped to Mexican
side, where he was stiot at several
times but not hurt. He plunged Into
the river, diving down, swam to the
American side and escaped to San
Pedro ranch, four miles from the Rio
Grande. All indications point to federal Mexican soldiers. Have sent for
Ballard; he will arrive tomorrow evenquitt

kid-uape- d

ing."

Another message advised the governor that a Mexican bandit had robbed
Monday
a store in Come ta, Texas,
night and had been captured. Cometa
is in Seavilla.county. Eagle Pass lies

between Seavilia county and the
est way to the border.

near-

Trouble Along the Border
Brownsville, Tex., March 20. Twenconty United States cavalrymen are
ducting a search at a point ou the Rio
Grande 12 miles from here for a score
of Mexican federal sympathizers who
crossed the border, killed a constitutionalist soldier and returned to the
Confirmation of the
United States.
soldier had been
federal
veport that a
cuskilled was received today at the
toms house here.;,1g1,,,i,) nv
fa
Reports that
filithe United States are organising
in
bustering expeditions have resulted
increased activity by the border .patrol.
Cdotain Smith, commanding a comGrande
Rio
City
at
of
cavalry
ixmy
laas been notified to watch for one
expedition being organized between
Roma and R1o Grance City.
Charees that shots are fired fre- men
quently across the river at his
on
Famo
j1!lVe been made by General
Matamo-ras- ,
In
commander
federal
zales,
to the American consul here. He
declared he could not be held responsible if his men returned the fire.
,

f.eajBrii

El Paso, Tex., March 20 The con
tinued issuing of bogus Villa paper
currency on this side of the line 1fQt
suited today In a .public argument
Agents of the Chihuahua rebels ac-costed an American In a hotel lobby
here, accusing him of having in his
possession 12,000 pesos in counter
were
They
felted rebel fiat money
told to "mind their own business
The incident raised the question of
whether the possession or even manDefendants Say it's a Bluff
ufacture of Mexican fiat paper was
Denver, March 20. Officials of the
illegal in the United States. It was
here
America
of
United Mine Workers
said that large quantities of the cm
Fight at San Car'ca
professed to be little perturbed today (rency
circulated
had
here
been
Tex., March 20. Fight-in- s
of
printed
the
Pans,
intention
Eagle
over the announced
officials
Mexican
Mexico.
in
pointed
is expected soon at San Carlos,
Colorado coal companies to file suits
a
certain
Villa
had
cut
the
that
money
the federal force that evacuat
where
$4,000,000
asking damages of nearly
value even in the United ed Has Vacas, opposite Del Rio, Tex.,
monteray
them.
John
against
and body judgments
aB an exchange bank is doing vesterdav Is entrenched and at Pied- K. Lawson, executive board member States,
bueiness hero.
ras Negras, also known as Ciudad
for Colorado, characterized the conconstiturecent
of
confiscation
The
Porfirio Diaz, where the garrison is
templated action as "another attempt
authori
American
tionalist
by
paper
admission
an
extending fortifications.
and
actively
uion
to harrass the
on the ground that it was bogus
A large' force of constltutionaTisis
of the inability of the companies to ties
as a test case in the is reported to have been concentrated
break the strike, called September 23, was held up
matter. The Chihuahua state govern- at Cuatro Cieiiegas. Another is camp1913."
to prevent ed across the river from Lantry,
.
Announcement of the companies' in- ment today took measures
v
of the bogus paper. Texas.
circulation
the
inci,,
co
lust
was
made
night
tentions
r
IS 'rhu
the
of
Gtnei
currency
genuine
in
Photographs
Adfutant
the
dent with the mailing of papers
at Ch'huahua City were Tmrasw who mada an oiucial ran 011
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printed
suit
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and
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Colorado
U if! 1
C mi
All ci to
in circulation for comparison with nenwal
against the union to counsel in Trin- put
e
11
and a regulation commander rt 11 It is
idad for filing In the district court the floating issue,
n f0
all bills paid pirtiied by U e ri'
of Lns Animas county today. Conspir- - was established by which
r
11 '
for taxes to the insurgent state govern ported to 110 1 r
acy Is charged against the United ment must be endorsed on the
t
t
c
t1
back asjonnt. repor
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British Fleet Moves
Dublin, Ireland, March 20. The
fleet of British warships now lying in
Bantry Bay in the southwest of Ire
land, is expected to sail tomorrow for
Kingstown harbor, which lies seven
miles to the southeast of Dublin.
I
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Belfast, March r t. Sir Edward Carthe leader f tbe unionists of
Ulster, made a e arnatic entry into
the capital of the roviuce today. His
here is to consult
purpose in conn
with the other VI er unionist leaders
and with the cci renders of the Ulster volunteer i'o; s.
The great activity displayed at
unionist headquarters and in the
army barracks has caused considerable excitement a .iong the people of
Belfast, who for ti s past have been
momentarily expw ung some decisive
movement on the part of the unionist
'
chiefs or the gove :.ment
li
Before landing
morning Sir Edward Carson recei I on board the
steamer on, whicn u had made the
1
Sir George
passage from 1
l
lieutenant
Richardson, a r
v, who is com- of Cie But.
mander-ih-chie- f
.0 Ulster1 unionist
o!
:s chief offiforces," together v..:.
cers.
j
Ai the party
ttho gang!;
till
way om th t,
jor they
a guard) of honor
found drawtu up
the emergency force of picked men of
the Ulster volunteers who had been
summoned to the unionist headquarters at a late hour last nighti A big
crowd gave them a noisy &lcome,
cheering wildly and firing salvos Into
the air from their revolvers.
During the night automobiles had
been kpt busy moving stores and
documents from the unionist
apparently fearing a raid by
the police, who have been keeping
close-watcon everyumove made by
,
the unionists.
Precautions of a rigorous character
have been taken1 at the Victoria mili
tary barracks here. Extra guards are
on duty day and night. Urgent instructions have been sent to the mili
tary authorities in the sotath of Ire
land to dispatch reinforcements immediately to the garrison stations in
Ulster.

Paris, March 20. Three widely va
ried points interrupted the attention
Of tho French republic today in connection with the assassination of Gas
ton Calmette by Madame Caillaux.
The funeral of the victim of Mad
ame Caillaux's revolver, and Its ac
companying demonstrations,; was the
chief attraction, owing to the possibility of disorders and the extraordinary
measures against disturbances in the
streets of Paris. The police precau
tions failed to prevent a collision between the rival factions, and one royalist was Bhot.
The dislocation of the government
by the resignation of ministers was
next, but subsided in Interest after the
announcement of complete reorganize
tlon pf the cabinet
The last and most promising phase
In respect to the likelihood of sensational developments was the examina
PAID TO LOBBY
tion of Joseph Caillaux and Ernest
March 29. Edward
Washington,
Monis, former ministers, as to their Doyle of Chicago testified to tbe sen
connection with the hushing up of ate,
lobby, commi tte tod ay th at , whjl e
the' scandal about HenrfR'oclifelfa,-whfund - had .. been - raised
the 'noepeeifio
is alleged to have defrauded
labor contractors for the
prison
among
This
French people extensively.
defeat of the Hughes bill to regulate
phrase was regarded in political cir shipments of prison products, he had
cles as likely to occupy the public appeared before the
congressional
mind far some time.
committee as the legal representative
While they were returning from the of the . contractors opposed to the
Barthou and measure and had been paid under an
cemetery,
Briand, with Louis KlotZ, former min agreement by which various contract
ister of the interior, were- cheered by ors rontributed. He said he had no
the crowds. At the same time a royal- retainer.
ist enthusiast shouted "Cheers for Cail
He was attacked by the
laux.'
AN AGREEMENT REACHED
crowds and struck with canes, and
St.
Louis, March 20. A debt of
when the disturbance ended was
more
than
?3,900,000, which the St.
rea
wounded
found to have been
by
Francisco railroad owed
&
Louis
San
volver shot. The police had great
as syndicate trus
T.
Albert
Perkins,
disorder.
difficulty in suppressing the
the terms of an
cancelled
is
by
tee,
A group of royalists which had gathwith United States
filed
agreement
ered afted the funeral seized and can- Circuit Judge Sanborn today. Two
ed an individual who1 yelled "Assassin of
the subsidiaries of the Frisco re
Caillaux." The man sought refuge in vert to the
syndicate that promoted
a store, at the same time drawing a them.
Sanborn will pass on the
Judge
revolver and firing into the crowd.
this afternoon.
agreement
A number of persons were wounded.
The police charged the mob
'T
iiift'Ments occurred at sevLOYAL TO
eral points in "the city.
Former Premier Monls appeared
today before the investigation1 .'.committee of the chamber of deputies.1 0
explain his part in the scandal wCtm
nected with the delay in ine inai ,ot IT WAS LOVE THAT MADE LIEUHenri Rochette, who is said to have
TENANT GIVE UP FEDERAL; .
swindled the French public out of
WARSHIP
many millions.
pasS&n Diego; Cat., March 20,-- rA
Jean Juarez, the socialist leader,
reHe
sionate love and unswerving loyalty
presided over the committee.
daughter
quested Monis to tell in his own way to the beautiful dark-eyewhat had happened iu the affair. of the rebel general commanding the
rebel forces at Topolobampo caused
Monis said;
Lieutenant Malpiea, executive otdcer
of
minister
then
"Joseph Cajllaux
to
finance, called; 'on ia early in March, of the federal gunboat Tampico,
to
' i and u
Ilm
his
allewuce
forget
mentioned
tho
aud
1911,
approaching
the war craft to the
trial of Henri Rochette. He said that stead
one of the lawyers oesired the. post-- , father of ' the girl beloved. Acit."r3 aiusj ; bue
ponement of the proceedings. Cail cording to
i
1.
rt '!
,
from
Mexico,
financial
to
the
laux added that owing
situation the pleadings likely to be dashing young naval otiicer, met the
made at tht trial would cause losses girl, w ho is now his wife, some meatus
1 hey
to the savings banks and would affect ago at a dance m Guaymas.
1
interest fell in Jove, but lbs gil rt
No. political
public" loans.
"
r
was mentioned. Now as to victor tiictept the o.aui.
n ho d
Fabre. 'The public prosecutor,' be rlage unless h ook it')
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NEW YORKER WILL BE COUNSEL
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20. Robert.
March
Washington,
Lansing of New York, and Cone Johnson of Texas will be nominated counsellor and solicitor, respectively, o?
the Btate department, according to announcement mm the White Houses
tcday.
Mr. Lansing is aa associate editor
of the American Journal of International Law and the author of severaS
works on international subjects. Ht;
will succeed John Bassett. Moore. He
is 50 years old, was associate counsel
for the United States in the Behring:
sea arbitration 1892-93- ;
counsel for
the United States In the Behring sea
claims commission 1896-97- ;
soiititor
for the United States on the Alaskao.
boundary tribunal in 1903; counsel laj
the arbitration at Thi Hague in IUJJ
of the north Atlantic coast fisheries
cases. His home is in Watertown,
".
" "
Y
;'.'Vvv
Mr. Johnson, whowill succeed Joiep'i
W. Folk as solicitor, is about 43 year-- ;
old, and, according to statements, u
one of the most briILr-- .t Ipwj '
j
lie was a
j .
United States scr
; L- from the contest oa account of it i
health.
The White Hou'e dssctib, 1 l.fm
of the "leading factors in the pro
gressive democracy of Texas."
With the naming of a new counselor and a new solicitor, all the vaeaiv
cies in the state department Will hn.vw
been filled, a new third assistant
retary of state, William PhIHi'yj,tiav
Ing recently been nominated.
Mr. Lansing is a
of for
mer Secretary John W. Foster of the
state department, warm pc i ( l
friend of Ion 5 standing of J"1
sett Moore, whom he swet
,
-1 t
.
now is- the agent for the
on the British American 1
claims commission, row in
Tc.'-:&s-
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-

tu'r
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SUFFRAGE COMES EACK
Washington, March 20. Woman sul
frage came to the fore in the semli
again today and a new resolution tc-a constitutional amendment was ap
.proved by Senator Shafroih to tatt
the place of that defeated yesterday
It would require states to decide V
suffrage question for themselves,
which over 5 per cent of the to'.itj
petition for it. The first fight devs lop.
ed when Mr? ;SUafroth asked to I
tho resolution.-- sent to tbe Bcffrss"
committee. Senators who voted agniaw
yesterday's resolution wanted it to g
to tbe judiciary committee, but w.'fcn
beaten ST to 25.
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Washington, March 20. Senate:
Met at noon.
Lobby committee took testimony on
the charge that a fund has been rais-eto defeat the Hughes bill to regu
late shipments of convict labor pro
ducts.
Protest, from tho American Sea
men's association against the recent
London Safety at Sea convention was
presented by Mr. La Follette.
House: Met at noon.
Debate was resumed on the rivers
and harbors appropriation bill.
Mines committee acted favorably
on
Taylor's bill for
new experiment stations.
Arrangements were made to hear
.John Mitchell testify Monday on the
"in copper Ktnke suimf.on.
po't t ) no on i'i u
tins OCl t U I
,
ff)t! t Cf ib
trial could be deferred.
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NVESTIOATION

"No pressure wag placed upon M.
Fabre."
The gap iu the French cabinet caused by the resignation of Ernest Monis
from the ministry of marine was filled today by the. appointment of Sen
ator Armand Elzear Gauthier, a former minister of public works.' '
Calmette' Funeral Today
The funeral of Gaston Caluiette, Vic
tim of Mme. Caillaux, took place to
day in1 the church of St. Francois de
Sales in the northwestern district of
Paris, and within a block of the resi
dence of his assassin.
Hours before the procession moved
vast crowds filled- the streets. The
police and military authorities had
taken great precautions to prevent
any disturbances. The police were
out in full force all along the route.
The underground railway stations
nearby were occupied by large detachments who had Instructions to
close them if the crowds became too
great to handle. Squadrons of mounted republican guards also Nre under
arms and occupied stragetic positions
in the vicinity.
Among the notable personages present at the funeral were Emile Loubet,
former president of the republic;
Aristide Briand and Louis Barthou,
fdrmer premiers; Prince Murat, Baron
Robert de Rothschild, Fernand La
Boria, the attorney who Is to defend
Madame Caillaux, Sarah' Bernhardt
and hundreds of others.
Some of the many wreaths bore the
inscriptions: "A victim to his devotion to his country," and "Killed on
the field of honor."
High prices were paid for advan
tageous places along the route from
which to see the procession. There
was no funeral oration in the church.
A simple mass was performed by the
parish priest
The funeral procession reached the
The
without incident.
cemetery
crowds along the route were silent
and uncovered respectfully as the
hearse passed.
,
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THEIR INVOLUNTARY ACTS MAKE
THEM THE BUTT OF PITILESS JOKERS
Peter Pel
ky, a French Canadian farmer of
Macwadoc, claims to be the unluckiest
man in Maine. When fresh eggs were
selling in Bangor market at 48 cents
a dozen, peter smashed 20 dozens by
dropping a big basket on the icy
ground at the railroad station. The
accident was the result of Peter's infirmity. Poter is what is known in
Maine as a "jumping Frenchman," af
flicted with a nervous disease which
renders him susceptible to the least
disturbance or sudden noise. Just as
he was placing the big basket of eggs
'
tm the station platform a locomotive
whistled nearby and be gave a yell
'and dropped hia burden, smashing all
his egga into one great omelet
Everywhere in northern Maine the
nervous counterparts of Peter Policy
may be found. Usually they do no
great harm, but often their weakness
leada to serious results, and under
certain circumstances a "jumping
"Frenchman" is a dangerous man to
have around. Once in a lumber camp
on the Penobscot, one of these
strangely afflicted men, at the sudden
would-b- e
; command of a
joker, struck
a fellow workman a fearful Wow on
. the head with a sled stake. The blow
nearly fractured the skull of the victim, and it was weeks before the victim could get out of his bunk. The
"jumper" was whittling a stake with
a big knife and the other woodsmen
stood watching him, when the joker
came along and suddenly yelled out:
"Smash him!"
Instantly the "jumper" mechanically responsive to any quick command,
felled the man in front of him to the
Bangor, Me., March 20,

worid nnximisiT
With th' (Iviilri'd
orkhig a micciiic for Lung Trouble, ttie
almut
rccovt'i'it'i
nf
tmmi;hl
tliions.il I be m f Kckniiin's Alterative,
a oiiMiiclne for Tlirosit and l.rnig Trou-I'lcif altnu'tinij mihvrsnl attention.
bits
For fifteen, yours Kckimm's AMei-fittvneon used mid the reports 'of t t'ovi-rieiuOtcdte
In many mippoMed hoin.Ir-f-ciisijtt ' vast
Hint tins tin dii'lne is dolus
iinioiint of (joort. Renil this:
W.
B
33
Va,
St.. Keyner.
"Gentlemen: I wus taken sick In
lltiiS. with
very luicl eold and
dizzy H'i'llH. The doctor thenI pronounced
tiiew steadmy ruse lis Miliaria Fever.
held
Had two consultations
ily worm.
over nie, and the verdict was that the
fever had affected my Inngs and that my
case waa hopeless; only (rave me two
months to live. Mr nhyslcliin hud tried
most all kinds of treatment and none did
me anv itood. so he asked my hnsluind If
ho objected to him trying a proprietary
medicine. So I bean on your Alterative.
I was In bed from November 30. 1!KW. until February 25, 1909, and was thought
dviiiK several limes. Today I am health-Se- r
and atronger than ever."
MRS. H. K. BRII.KT.
(SiRiied)
(Above abbreviated: more on request.)
Eekroan'n Alterative has been proven by
many yenra' test to be most efticaeioua
for peverfc Throat mid Lung Affection,
Hronchitls. Hronehlnl Asthma. Stubborn
PoldH and In upbuilding
the system.
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
dniirs. Ask for booklet telling
and write to Ecknian
of recoveries,
Ijihoratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for
For aale by all leading druggists
tnniili.--

and E. G. Murphey and
Drug company.

Red

Cross

thereby causing a mad rush

Otero and Roosevelt; two from the
neighboring state of Texas, eight
from Arizona, two each from Oklahoma, California, Missouri, Georgia
and New York, one each from Oregon,
West Virginia, Illinois, Florida, Kansas and Washington, D. C, eight from
Mexico, two from Venezuela and one
from Spain,

AFRAID THEY IHOilT
BE CALLED UPON
THIS IS EXCUSE GIVEN BY YOUNG
MEN ASKED TO JOIN THE
MILITIA

Arrangements for the organization
the militia ompany her are
,at a fair pace, though no
special effort has been mad In this
direction.
Those In charge of the
proposed organization
arq working
quietly to ascertain the general feel
ing in the matter.
After making a list of th young
men of the city It nag, foeeri found
that 6 are available, provided they
can be induced to join th company.
At th meeting held at the Commer
cial club Tooma recently several of
the young men present stated that
they did not wish to join the company
for fear of being called to. Mexico or
of being called, out to serve In case of
a strike.
This same difficulty was expert
enced In Albuquerque, and for this
reason a second company ' was. not
formed at that place. Th probability
of the militia 'being called out Is
vague, say the officers, but the fact
remains that there is a possibility,
and this keeps the young men guess-

of

;

ence m&
for the doors.
"Jump In!" yelled a Bangor stevedore to a "jumper" who stood on the
capsill of a wharf, and Into the Penob
scot the poor fellow dived. As the
weather was cold and the river
full of floating loe and running
swiftly, It was with great difficulty
that the "Jumper" was rescued. Another man gave the stevedore a, first class
thrashing on the spot and. the crowd
agreed that that about "squared
things." The story IB told that a
"jumper" ouce created a seen at his
own wedding by frantically embracing
the bride on the way down the church
aisle in response to a yell of "Hug-her!- " ing.
If the movement proves strong
enough this will not Interfere with
the organization of the company here,
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE though those in charge expect to be
prepared with arguments against the
of war with Mexico when
IS DOING GREAT WORK possibility
start
they
enrolling recruits.
'

.
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RASH COVERED FACE

KW
1LUS

A f in PLOT
ftliU UllLOl

Itched Un- lain
til Nearly Urazy, Had to waiK
Floor At Night. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Cured.

Affected by Poison Oak.
... .

"Traveling through the
Drydon; Ore.
woods one day I was looking at and handling
a little vine. When I got home I felt an
Itching and burning and the
first thing I knew my face
The
wag all swollen up.
poison oak affected my face;
hands, arms and chest and
it disfigured me very much.
My face and neck were broken
out and Itched until I was
nearly crazy. I had to walk
the floor at night and lost
much sleep and work also. My face, neck "
and chest were covered with a heavy rash.
I could not allow clothing of any kind to
touch the affected parts.
would
and
"Iwastoldtnat
relieve me but I got no relief. I used other
remedies without BUCceBS. It got to such a
stage that If I hadn't gotten relief soon I
would certainly have lost my mind. My
mother happened to have a cake of Cuticura
Boap and a box of Cuticura Ointment in the
house and I washed with the Cuticura Soap
freely and then applied the Cuticura Oinfr
ment. I got relief at the first application and
then I slept like a child. In three weeks
I was perfectly cured." (Signed) B. H.
DoOrasse. Mar. 28. 1013.
Cuticura Boap (25c.) and Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are sold throughout the world.
A single Bet is often sufficient when all else
has failed. Liberal sample of each mailed
free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address postcard " Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
WMen who ahavfwnd shampoo wth Cuticura Soap will fliKlfll5est for skin and scalp.
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Another rousing After Supper Sale. To take advantage of these
special prices you must be here in person, a.nd these goods will
be sold for ca.sh only

Men's Hemstitched Handkerchiefs

10 Yds. Ilope Muslin 75c

":

mide of

good grade cambric with half inch helm. Sell
tegular 5 for 25c AFTER SUPPER SALE, 10

Here's another example of value giving-- as
every
woman knows the value of HopeJMuslin 10 yds only
to a customer. AFTER SUPPER SALE, 10
OC
yards...

Women's 20c English Lawn Kerchiefs 11c

12

made of imported lawn with dainty embroideried
"
corner, 60 doz. of these in several designs
worth reg. 20c. AFTER SUPPER SALE, each..

Lingerie Waists 95c

at a

f

iJtj

Women's 65c Silk Plated Hose 39c

Your unrestricted choice of any $1.25 Lingerie waist in
the house and you know the large assortment and
good values we give at this price. AFTER
HOC
SUPPER SALE, each

Celebrated Onyx silk plated Hosiery in black and colors.
Sell regularly at 65c pair. AFTER SUPPER
OQ
Sale, pair.....
,.

Qff

NEXT WEEK

Dress Ginghams 9c Yd.

c

Your choice of our large stock of 12ic Ginghams
time when you will need these for spring dreg- ses. AFTER SUPPER SALE, Yard

"

$1.2

l-2-

,..JfC

IS W00LTEX COAT WEEK
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PLAN TO C0HE

These were interest
The Raton ladies
and
pretty.
ing
demonstrated to the members, of the
Laa Veaa'LeadinS'foro
local lodge that they have practiced
Next Week
NextWeek
hard to be able to make the excellent
Corset
Is
Is Corset
showing they did in their drill work,
Week
Week
The session was closed about 11
o'clock when refreshments were serv
Come
Come
Sou Side Raja.
ed. The Raton ladies numbered
Established 186
about 15 and left at midnight for their
home. They were on the way home
from Albuquerque, where they attend
ed the session of the grand lodge of
the Rio Puerco to Irrigate 160 acres.
ACCUSED MEN HELD
ORATORICAL CONTEST
RESIGNATION ACCECPTED
their order.
REPORT OF THE INSTITUTION
is notice No. 864.
It
command
20.
20.
Santa
March
March
Santa
The
Ind.,
By
Indianapolis,
Fe,
Fe, March 20. Ramon JimenSHOWS IT IS ACCOMPLISHchosen orators of the leading Indiana ez and his brother, Simon Jimenez,
of the governor, Adjutant General
floor.
Plain Truth That's Worth Money
ING MUCH
The "jumping Frenchmen' have for
colleges came to town today to engage were yesterday bound over in $1,009
Harry T. Herring today issued Gen
Using Foley's Honey and Tar for a
No. 6, appointing William cough or cold may save you both sick SEE IF TIIE CHILD'S
era!
in the annual contest for prizes offer- bail each by Justice of the Peace PeOrders
generations been known as one of the
Trav20.
March
Santa Fe,
Deputy
ness and money. F. F. Monahan, Menboard
of
ed by the International Peace associa- dro Alarid, on the charge of assault
the
of
a
member
institutions1
northern
armory
Jacoby
peculiar
eling Auditor J. T. Guilfoil, who is
omonle, Wis., says: "I am exposed
order
The
of
Graces.
at
control
Las
Maine. They have no control over also
to
all
I
Fo
TOtNGUE
of
kinds
and
weather
find
of
of
th College
Ag
IS COATED tion. The Institutions represented with a deadly weapon upon Feliciano
registrar
were Indiana State, Wabash, Purdue, Romero of Tesuque.
their nerves or muscles when taken riculture and Mechanic Arts, conferr- appoints Arthur W. Brook, captain of ley's Honey and Tar Compound always
Notre Dame, Earlham, DePauw, Valoft their guard. A "Jumper" is liable ed with Governor McDonald, today the First Infantry and assigns him to fixes me up in good shape when 1
1. The resignations of Cap- catch cold or have a bad Cough.
to kill a man at an instant's notice
Company
paraiso and Goshen. The winner of A pain In the side or back that
IF
where
CONSTIPATfrom
return
his
CROSS,
Carrizozo,
FEVERWH,
upon
recommend it
Refuse all sub
and be no more, responsible for his act he has made a thorough audit of the tain George E. Morrison of the First stitutes. O. gladly."
the state contest will take part In the catches you when you straighten upED, GIVE "CALIFORNIA SYRUP
Q.
Schaefer and Red
call" for a rubbing application of BALthan would a mad bull or a runaway nooks and Lincoln county affairs.
Interstate contest In May.
infantry and of Theodore Rouault as Cross Drag Store. Aav.
OF FIGS"
LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes!
of con
locomtive.
Look at the tongue, mother!
If
Mr. Guilfoil alno presented in per- member of the armory board
the contracted muscles and permits
FLYTRAP
is
were
at
trol
Las Cruces,
Farmers and others who live at a motion without suffering or Inconvenaccepted.
IS JS PATENTED
Physicians say that "jumping''
coated, it is a sure sign that your litson, his report to the board of regents
distance from a drug store should keep ience. Price 25c, 50o and $1.00 per
SantiL Fe,
ihereditary, and there seems to be nei- of the College of Agriculture and MeJjtpL,. 20i The patent tle one's stomach, liver and bowels in the house
a bottle of BALLARD'S bottla Sold by Central Drug Mo.
ther cure nor help. A 'French Cana- chanic Arts, which is, without doubt,
office hjS granted ii patient to Calvin need a gentle, thorough cleansing at
SNOW LINIMENT. It may be needed Adv.
dian boy in Aroostock county, the son the most complete "and best report ROYAL NEIGHBORS ARE W. Van ) Dorn of Albuquerque for a once.
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
of a famous "jumper," gave no sigh ever made by any New Mexico instituflytrap,, according to word received
When peevish, cross, listless, pale, sprains and rheumatism. It Is a pow- EDUCATORS
MEET IN CHICAGO
and penetrating remedy.
of the disorder until one Fourth of tion. It is complete and graphic in HOSTESSES TO SISTERS here today.
doesn't sleep, doesn't eat or act nat- erful healing
March 20. The nineteenth
Chicago,
50o
Sold
bottle.
Price
and
$1.00
25c,
per
July when another boy fired a cannon every detail, giving an itemized stateurally, or Is feverish, stomach sour, by Central Durg Co. Adv.
annual meeting of the North Central
cracker close to him. From that day ment of all expenditures and receipts,
Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
breath bad; has stomach-ache- ,
sore
Association of Colleges and Secondary
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Comhe has been a nervous wreck, and the their application and In charts show-iu- g INTERESTING LODGE AND SOCIAL
throat, diarrhoea, full of cold, give a ACCUSED OF SLAYING FATHER Schools was called to order in the
an
for
and
inflamed
pound
congested
life
miserable
made
his
village jokers
SESSION IS HELD YESTER-- .
"How the College Dollar Is Spent."
condition of the air passages and bron- teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Meda, Pa., March 20. The case of main parlor of the Hotel LaSalle this
by startling him into exhibitions of
DAY EVENING
The total net worth of the instituchial tubes. A cold develops quickly Figs," and In a few hours all the foul John D. Lee, under Indictment for the morning. Professor Fred N'. Scott of
his pitiful Infirmity.
if not checked and bronchitis, lagrlppe constipated waste,
tion in lands, building and equipment
undigested food alleged murder of his father, came up the University of Michigan, presided
In some towns severe punishment is given at $594,062.40;
of which
Last night at the W. O. W. hail and pneumonia are dangerous possibil- and sour bile gently move out of its for trial here
today. The elder Lee, and delivered the president's address.
ities.
the
Harsh
weaken
racking coughs
awaits the man who la caught "jump- the buildings contribute $124,198.61 the Las Vegas camp of the Royal
little
bowels
without
and
you
who
was
griping,
a
but
is
former
and
system,
Tar
Foley's Honey
deputy tax collec- The attendance included nearly 100
ing" a ''jumper," and on several occa- and the lands $241,909.45. The en- Neighbors! of America held a business safe, pure and certain in results. Con- have a well, playful child again.
well known educators from Missouri,
tor and prominent politician of
sions the friends of the "jumpers" rollment shows an attendance of 197 session followed by a social good tains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and
Tou needn't coax sick children to
boat Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Wisconsin
a
was
and
killed
in
shot
Bed
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
have taken the law into their own mala students and 59 girl students. time, which was one of the most In
take this harmless , "fruit laxative;" house at Essingen, on November 10, and several other states. The meet-in- g
hands.
Of these 111 hail from Dona Ana teresting events in which the organ!
will conclude tomorrow,
they love Its delicious taste, and it of last year. It is alleged that the
It is not long since a Boston com- county, nine from Socorro, seven from zation ever participated. The meet
makes them feel splendid.
always
The
ccurred
a
quarrel.
killing
during
mercial traveler was chased across the Sierra, six each from Bernalillo, Luna, ing was presided over by th officers JONES GETS MORE
Ask your druggist for a
bot- defense, It is understood, will be that
Just Right for Backache and
who
were
of
Raton
from
the
woods
each
Santa
guests
and
five
lodge,
Chavea
Fe,
St. John River and far into the
tle of "California Syrup of Figs," the father drew a revolver, which was
Rheumatism
of New Brunswick by a mob of Infu- Eddy, Guadalupe and Grant; four of honor.
TIME FOE PROJECT which has directions for babies, chil exploded when young Lee tried to Foley Kidney Pills are so thoroughly effective for backache, rheumatism,
Following th Initiation of a numriated French Canadians for having each from Torrance and Lincoln;
dren of all ages and for grown-up- s
take It away from him.
swollen and aching joints, kidney and
created a panio at a French church three each from Valencia, San Juan ber of candidates by the Raton ladies
plainly on the bottle. Beware of
bladder aliments that they are recomto
drills
wrs
devoted
session
LAS VEGAN; GIVEN EXTENSION OF counterfeits sold here. To be sure
fair by teasing a "jumper" in the audi- and McKinley; two each from Mora, a short
Take HERBINE for Indigestion. It mended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
PERIOD FOR COMPLETING
you get the genuine, ask to see that relieves the pain In a few minutes and McGrew, Nebr., says: "My druggist
IRRIGATION PLANT
It is made by "California Fig Syrup forces the fermented matter which recommended Foley Kidney Pills for
pains In my back, and before I finishRefuse any other kind causes the misery mto the bowels ed
Company."
one bottle, my old .trouble entirely
Sold
la
60c.
where
It
Price
expelled.
Santa Fe, March. 20. Orders of
with contempt. Adv.
disappeared."
Central
Co. Adv.
by
Drug
Importance in" the Irrigation
development of New Mexico were signed today toy State Engineer James A.
-French. The first extends the time
for the completion of the great project
"
CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
II
!
of Andrieus A. Jones, now assistant
k
$100,000.00
secretary of the interior, for the 200,-00- 0
acre Irrigation project on the up-"
&
'
mrt
,
per Pecos, Gallinaa and Tecolote, bo
h
that the first fifth need not be comTT,",
t,f,.....,,.MHrK,,f i,,.
pleted until March 26, 1917, the entire
project by March 26, 1919, and the ap
food
can
to
we
all
we
want
Mother's
have
eat!
won't
Hooray
3. M. Cunningham, Preside it
plication to use 'by March 26, 1923. '
I D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
hurt us and it won't "break" mother's purse, 'cause it's made of
.
A similar extension was granted the
Frank Springer,
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.
Aztec Irrigation company on the application! of the Eden panal land and
Power company for 250 second feet
from the Las Animas In San Juan
the shortening that makes food so wholesome that little children can eat even
county. It is application No. 40 and
was represented by Arthur Ponsford
coughnuts, made with Cottolene. Foods fried in it are
of Denver.
deliciously browned and EASILY digested. You'll y
Until April 1, 1917, was
::
J20TICE the difference just try Cottolene.
given to complete this large project
and until August 1, to complete appliPLAIN DOUGHNUTS
I
cation for beneficial use.
1
cups flour, 2 even teaspoons baking powder, 1 a
Another extension is that for the
spoon Cottolene, sweet milk. Silt flour, baking;
powder and sail together into mixing bowl. Rubin
Cottolene with a knife and stir in milk to make a
Malaga, Eddy county, a $120,000 proCAPITAL
of a cup.)
douph as soft as can be handled (about
because of litigation in the
position,
Tip out on floured board, roll Into a strip 3 inches
federal court involving the lands to be
wide end
inch thick. Cut off strips 4 inch
GHlce mth the Saa Miguel National Bank
V s
wide, toil thetn oat long, twist and fry to a light
reclaimed, the time to complete was
brown in deep Cottolene. This makes 13 doughthf?
extended
to June 26, 1916, and
nuts especially good for eating with syrup.
time for application of cprtlficate of
WM. G. HAYDON.
President
beneficial use to June 26, 3919. It is
B.
W. KELLT
I
Vice Presldest
HarAV. IINo.
p cv.(,t. book that tells all ebout
302
application
f,tl'
and
cooking tiie
D. T. HOSKIN3
I .
'
r a postal.
Treasurer
roim Is the purchaser at an agreed
by the visitors.
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SUICIDE 10

Crewing

Children Need a Mild
to Foster Regular Bowel

m

The number of missing persons reported to the police was about 3,000.
This includes children who were merely "lost." Of the 3,000, about half
have been located: about
have returned of their own volition
and the rest have remained
away.
Some of them, of course, are among
the unidentified dead.

jWak.

ax-ati-

it requires
more and more personal attention
from the mother, and as the functions
of the bowels are of the utmost Importance to health, great attention
should be paid to them.
Diet is of great Importance, 'and the
mother should watch the effect of
certain foods. A food will constipate
one and not another, and so we have
a healthy food like eggs causing biliousness to thousands and a wholesome fruit like bananas constipating
many. It Is also to be onsjdered that
the child is growing, and great
changes are taking place, in the young
man or young woman. Tne system
has not yet settled itself to its later
;
routine.
A '.very valuable remedy at this
stage, and one which every growing
boy and girl should be given often
or occasionally, according to the individual circumstances, Is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. This is a laxative and tonic combined, so mild that
it is given to little babies, and yet
equally effective in the most robust
constitution. At the first sign of a
tendency to constipation give a small
dose of Syrup Pepsin at night on retiring, and prompt action will follow
in the morning. It not only acts on
the tomach and bowels but its tonic
properties build up and strengthen
the system generally, which is an
opinion shared by Mr. John Dey, of
Bloomfield, N. J. Hq has a large fam- As a child grows older

NEW YORK POLICE BUREAU REDUCES IDENTIFICATION OF
BODIES TO SCIENCE
New York, March 20. Any one who
attempts suicide In the Greater New
York today In the hope that his or
her body will never be Identified Is
extremely liable to be disappointed,
This has been made possible since the
establishment last fall of the bureau
of identification of tne unknown dead
those unfortunates whose bodies,
found perhaps in the river, are taken
to the morgue and who too often have
reached an unhallowed resting place
in the Potter's field.
Last September chance and the
alertness of Detective Peter Purfield,
stationed at the morgue, prevented "Big
Tim" Sullivan's body from being taken
to the pauper burying ground. The
scandal of that incident caused the establishment of the new bureau. It was
put in charge of Lieutenant Grant
Williams and has been in operation
since October 1.
Since then about 145 unknown bodies have been sent to the morgue. Of
these the identity of 112 has been absolutely established and the bureau
"knows the names of five others, although they have not secured an Identification through relatives. The remaining 2& or so have been taken Into
Potter's field, but Lieutenant Williams
and his subordinates say that without
the bureau the greater number would
have remained unknown. Some of
these bodies were Identified through
laundry marks, some through finger
prints and a few through descriptions
given to the bureau of missing persons
by friends. These two bureaus work,
together, of course, and Lieutenant
Williams was formerly attached to the
first.
The work of identifying a body as
that of a person known to be missing
and whose description is known to the
police need not foe described, except
to say that the descriptions are now
required to be much more minute and
are recorded on cards with great detail. In this way no salient characteristic can be missed. But the laundry
mark method, at least as it has been
elaborated by the new bureau, is new.
Lieutenant Williams has a complete
card catalogue of every laundry mark
used in every laundry in New York
except the Chinese. The bureau has
not yet devised a method of classifying these, but that may come In time.
Suppose the general laundry mark
found on an unidentified body is a
"U" with a dash under the "U," the
bureau can tell In a few moments
where the laundry was done, and application at the laundry would reveal
the name and address.
A case in point happened only a little while ago. A body was found in
the Harlem river near Macomb's dam
bridge. The laundry' mark was actually a "U" with a dash under it. Within two hours the body had been Identified as that of a guard on the "L."
In this case there was also a tailor's
mark on the clothes, but the laundry
mark was sufficient
Last May a body was burled in Potter's field. It was that of a man on
whose collar was the mark "Lx Sllx,"
This was before the card catalogue
liad been established, and partly for
-

failed. But the
marlc was kept for possible future
Last month! the .police in a
southern city inquired of the police
here if they could locate one Michael
Lavin. They gave an address yhere
Lavin was supposed to have stayed in
New York. It was found that a man

that reason the clue

ref-enc-

answering to Lavln's description had
lived at that address but had disappeared. He ihad, left behind some
clothes, including a collar with the
"Lx 311x" mark, and thus Lieutenant
Williams was able to report the death
of the man to his friends.
But the finger print system of identifying bodies is absolutely infallible.
All bodies in the morgue are now photographed and "finger printed" at
once. The finger prints are taken to
police headquarters and if the man or
woman from whom they are taken has
a police record the name Is known
inside of two minutes. There can be
not mistake In the prints.
By them the bureau was enabled to
identify at once as Charles Smith an
unknown man who was shot several
(reeks ago in South street His number In the Rogues gallery was 22025.
In the same way a man who killed
himself in the Mill's hotel was found,
according to the police to be Frank
Bell, whose number was 12902,
On December 27 a woman was found
unconscious in the hallway at No. 230
street and later
West Twenty-nintdied in Bellevtte hospital. Recently
while the repotrer was In the offices
of the bureau her finger prints were
brought in and it was found that she
had been arrested for disorderly conduct. The finger prints had been tak-e-n
in the magistrate's court. Her number was 1496. There are many other
instances of a similar nature. Of
course the finger prints are of value
only where the dead person has a
criminal record.
The police suggest that the finger
h

fr

)
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MARIE DEY
ily and

at ages

where,'

the growth and

development must be watched. Little
Marie has thrived especially well on
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Mr. Dey
considered it the right laxative for
young and old and has found none
better for young children.
The use of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin will teach you to avoid cathar
tics, salts and pills as they are too
harsh for the majority and their ef
fect is only temporary. Syrup Pepsin
bring permanent results, and It can
be conveniently obtained of any near
by druggist at fifty cents and one dollar a bottle. Results are always guar
anteed or money will be refunded.
Families wishing to tKy a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Dr., W. B. Caldwell, 419
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A
postal card with you: name and address on it will do.
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Tha Handy Kaif-S- ii
Tin, the Pound and Half.
Tin. the Full-Sir- e
Pound Tin Humidor and tha Pound Glass Humidor.
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Tha best indoor tobacco
because of its fresh and

Convenient Packages:
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For Biscuit, Pies
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Muffins, Waffles,
and Home Baking
Success and
Satisfaction

Qna Heaping

TeaspBonfal's
Enough
Health Club is the purest,
strongest and most eronom- Ira! Hakinir Pnwrfpr nhtain

V

able at any price.

THE LAND OFFICE
CHANGE

IN

ANNOUNCES
PROCEDURE
HOMESTEADS

K1

"
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Nobody 'allowed' on this earth except regularly
srtified smokers of STAG.

1

3

'.

Santa Fe, March 20. Counsellor C.
J. Nies of the Santa Fe federal land
office today promulgated the following
amendment to the rules of practice of
the general land office:
"Whonever, after due procedure under the law and the rulings of the secretary of the interior, any entry within an existing forest reserve has been
(
cancelled by order of the department
of the interior, it will hereafter
be
held that such matter is closed and is
not subject to subsequent motion or
order before, or by the department
The order of the secretary will be
held applicable to an entry within a forest reserve regularly canceled by this
office In the absence of an appeal and It,...:.
soon
hereafter no such entry will be reintaken
child
of
be
every
prints
Burmese Mother and Child.
after birth and kept by the police of stated by the commissioner of the
sary In marriage, and, among the mass
the various cities, or, better still, In general land office."
of the people none is usual.
a federal bureau at Washington so
Divorce Is so easy that it Is comcould
odium
no
that
possible imagined
monly accepted that, even without
attach to the system.
fault on either side, one party can InWHAT'S INDIGESTION?
"If that were done," said Lieutenant
sist upon divorce against the wish of
work
the
the other. In this respect, men and
who
was
explaining
Williams,
WHO CAKES? LISTEN! women are upon equal terms. But a
of the bureau by permission of Comsafeguard against capricious divorce
be
missioner McKay, "there would
Is found in the strict rule that the one
very little work for the bureau, and
who, under the circumstances Indithere would be no 'unknown' bodies "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" MAKES SOUR, cated, insists upon divorce must abanSTOMACH
GASSY
FINE
FEEL
at the morgue. The prints of the dead
don all property to the reluctant partAT ONCE
ner.
person's hands could be sent to WashIt is not unusual for divorced per
ington, and in two minutes the name
Time It! In five minutes all stom sons to come together again In fact,
of the person to whom they belonged
could be learned. Too much emphasis ach distress will go. No indigestion, "an appreciable proportion of the
crimes of violence Is due to the re
cannot be placed in my opinion on the heartburn, sourness or belching of fusal of a woman to
rejoin hei
or
of
eructations
acid
a
gas,
ap
undigested divorced husband."
value of such
system generally
no dizziness, bloating, foul
food,
plied.'',
The bureau of course avails itslef breath or heaadche.
DUB BLOND ESQUIMAUX IRISH
of every single hint or clue. Here is
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for Its
an interesting case:
speed In regulating Vpset stomachs. Descendants of Band of Monk Whc
Came to America In Sixth CenIn November a man threw himself It is the surest, qulest- and most
tury, Priest Declares.
in front of a Flatbush avenue trolley certain jjhdige&tlon
ia the
Keiaedy
car In Brooklyn and was killed. A whole world, and besMe it is harm
St. Louis. Rev. C. F. O'Leary, pastailor's tag gave the police a name and less.
tor of the Catholic church of Notre
deThe
was
visited.
address, which
Millions of men and women now Dame, who recently returned from a
tectives, were met by a very much eat their favorite foods without fear
visit to Ireland, Is convinced that the
alive man who admitted name, address they know Pape's DiapepSjfn will save blond Esquimaux discovered by Vilhj
aimur Steffansson are in reality de
and clothes (the dead man's matched them from any stomach misery.
scendants of early Irish settlers.
a
his), but who denied that he Was dead.
large
Please, for your sake, get
"It Is my belief," said Fathei
This being fairly obvious, the police
case of Pape's Diapepsin from O'Leary, "that St. Brendan and bis
went back to the tailor, who found any
drug store and put your stomach monks settled In America in the sixth
that a clerk had made a mistake In
Don't keep on. being miser century. Many historians believe this
two suits made of the same cloth for right'
Is too short you are not Brendan was a great mariner, as well
ablelife
two different men. The second name here
as a great student, and with him mis
long, so make your stay agreeout by the scores
sionaries were
was also that of a man still extant able.
Eat what you like and digest from Ireland going
to Germany, Italy
but he remembered! that he had given
it; enjoy it,' without dread of rebel France, and other countries.
the clothes away to a scrubwoman. lion In the stomach.
"The Norwegians formerly called
With some difficulty the woman was
Diapepsin belongs In your America 'the Lesser Ireland,' and we
Pape's
a
located and through her
complete
home anway. Should one of the fam- have the evidence of Brendan's dls
iedntificatlon was made.
the sea which long was
eat something which don't agree coverles inhim
Mare Brendanicum."
for
When persons are reported missing ily
named
or in caBe of an attack of
Father O'Leary when abroad visited
a photograph, if possible, Is secured with them,
or
gastritis
the famous St. Brendan's Mount, on
and several are now in the bureau, Indigestion, dyspeupsia,
at daytime or which the monastery stood, and stud
stomach
derangement
found.
been
not
the people
having yet
It Is handy to give led the old records. The expenses oi
In all about 500 unknown bodies during the night,
his trip to Europe were paid in pari
relief known.
surest
were taken to the morgue last year the quickest,
with a fund which his parish presentAdv.
and notwithstanding the good worn
ed to him on the occasion of hia for
tieth Jubilee last spring.
BEGINS
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and Divorce Regulations
Wedding
Among Burmese Trifle Loose According to Our Ideas.'

CANCELLED ENTRIES

!

11

EURA

New York. Marriage and divorce
regulations among the Burmese strike
even a Westerner as loose, according
to a recently published book by Sir
Herbert T. White, called "A Civil Servant In Burma." The sole essential
of a marriage is mutual consent, and
no court need intervene in divorce.
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
But the test of a thing Is the way It
That is LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE.
works, and "many, probably most,
Look for the signature of E.
W. men live happily with one wife all
GROVE. Cures a cold in one day. their Uvea." No ceremony is neces-Cures grip In two days. 25s. Adv.

URIOSTE TRIAL
Santa Fe, March 20.

Tha best outdoor tobacco
because it holds all its goodness in the open air.

IN

one-nuart-

Movement

HIDE ONE

i

of the bureau, about half were buried
NO MARRIAGE BANS
in the Potter's field unidentified.

Quick work
was done yesterday afternoon in empaneling a jury forthe trial of Francisco Urioste y Rivera, charged with
Wiling a child of his own. This is
the third murder case at this term of
district court, the first having ended
with a plea of guilty In the second
degree and the second 'Wednesday
evening In acquittal. Yesterday evenAlexander
ing. District Attorney
Read made the opening statement and
the trial proceeded. He is asslstted
by Assistant District Attorney J. J.
Herring, while Judge E. R. Wright
and A. B. Renehan appear for Urioste, who is a Santa Fe man.
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THE NEXT CHIEF OF STAFF
chief of staff he will have but eight
Washington, March 20. Major Gen- months to serve before he is retired
eral William W. Wotherspoon, who is for age.
believed to be slated to succeed Major
s
General Leonard Wood when the
ELIOT'S EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY
tour of duty as chief of staff of
Boston, March 20. Dr. Charles W.
the army expires next month, has the Eliot, president emeritus of Harvard
reputation of being one of the most university and probably the most disthorough students of military matters tinguished of American educators, obIn the army. He Is an authority on served quietly hia eightieth birthday
the theory and tactics of war, and anniversary at this home in Camhas published several valuable pamph bridge today. He passed a large part
lets dealing with phases of the war of the day as usual among his books.
game. In addition, as president of although interrupted now and then by
the war college and more recently as friends who came to congratulate liim.
assistant chief of staff, he has been During the past few days many letforemost for several years in planning ters of greeting have arrived at tha
and deciding movements of the army. Eliot home from friends in all parts
He, with his assistants ia the war of America, in Europe and in far-of- f
college, made out the schedule by Japan' and China. Dr. Eliot was bora
which troops were first, mobilized on in Boston and has always made hia
the Mexican border when affairs in home in this vicinity, with the excepthe southern republic assumed a tion of the years Uiat he has spent in
threatening aspect in 1912.
foreign travel and study.- He began
General Wotherspoon Is a native of his career as an educator at the ago
this city. He was appointed, to the of 19, when he was appointed a tutor
army as a second lieutenat in 1S73 in mathematics at Harvard. In 1SC3
and was promoted to the rank of first he was elected to the presidency of
lieutenant in I879i During his entire the university and continued in that
military career he has been identified position for 40 years. Since he gave
with the Infantry branch of the serv- up the active duties of the presidency
ice. From 1&05 to 1909 he served on in 1908 Dr. Eliot has devoted his time
the general staff and during a part largely to the universal peace moveof that period was president of the ment and the propagation of what ha
war college. For one year, beginning been termed "the new religion," which
In May, 1909, he was assistant to the is designed as a common ground on
chief of staff and then followed an- which persons of all races and all
r
other
period as head of the creeds may meet At 80 years of age
war college. At the beginning of 1912 Dr. Eliot appears to be in excellent
he wa placed, in command of the De- health, having fully recovered froi.
partment of the Gulf and continued the effects of the operation for apat that post luntil transferred back to pendicitis which he was forced to unWashington to act again as assistant dergo while tra veii lis in Asia a year
chief of etaff. General Wotherspoon or so ago.
was born November IS, 18 SO, so that
if he is appointed to the position of
Subscribe for The Opne.
lat-ter'-
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MOURNS AT "HIS OWN" COFFIN

yk

On Recognition of Suppoaed Dead Sor
Mother Faints and Is Seriously III.

Hamilton, Ont While relatives ahc
friends surrounded the coffin in whict
lay the body of a young man ldentlflec
as John Thompson, a victim of a re
cent storm on the great lakes, th
real John Thompson rapped at th
door and was admitted to the house
His mother collapsed, seriously ill.
Young Thompson's father did not
know on what boat his son was em
ployed. When he read of the findins
of the body of a John Thompson, fire
man on the lost steamer Carruthers
he went to Kettle Foint and ldentlflec
as that of his son.
it
Test
The Forty Year
The body was shipped to the pai
An article must have exceptional
merit to survive for a period of forty eats' home In this city, and friends
years. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy were assembled for the funeral, whett
was first offered to the public in 1872 the young man suddenly returned. II
From a small beginning It has grown explained that he had been In Mon
ia favor and popularity until It has terey during the great storm, snc
attained a world wide reputation. You had just heard of his reported death
will find nothing better for a cough or
cold. Try it and you will understand
Giraffe Hit by Switch Engine.
why It is a favorite after a period of
111.
A giraffe being shipped
Dupo,
not
more than tony years, it
oniy to
winter
a
circus
quarters stuck its
all
it
cures.
relief
For sale by
srives
car
and was' strucs
of
the
out
head
Adv.
dealers.
by a switch engine. The animal la be
'"
Ing cared for in an improvised bospi
CERTIFICATES ARE ISSUED
tal ia tha Y. M. C. A. building. Veter
Santa Fe, March 20. The etate de- inary surgeons said it will live.
partment of education today issued
Woman Mayor of Ortgon Town.
first grade certUicntos to Miss Anita
Troutdale. Ore. Mrs. Clara I.afoti
Scott of Silver City; Mrs. M. A. Huffman of Coney, Socorro couniy, and a relle. Larsson, daughter of aa Ore n
third grade certificate to Pablo Garcia pioneer resident, was elected mayoi
of this place by five totes.
of Eelen.
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Wife In the country ?
All alone in the house ?
Caught in the rain last night?
Trousers look lute a gunnyI don t care.
An ironing boarJ, a cbmp
cf the electric swifJi and h
trousers look like new.
And wnen my v ...
t3 get her an Elect: ie
Samovar, an isiectnc ir.je, 1
rC
and sm Electric Ilct
I
:
toM
been
I have
.c.....have
I
Now
vcars.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY Oi'TIC,

the making of cake, the baiting of
hread, the serving of, luncheons or
dinners. Under this
plan
the school girls have the advantage of
ESTABLISHED 1873.
the various recipe and methods; also
of the varied instruction the advocates of these recipes are able to give.
Published by
Under the ordinary'piaii the domestic
?HS OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
science teacher would be compelled
(Incorporated.)
to give all this vard knowledge in
the class room under artificial condi'
Editor.
3.M. PADGETT
.M
tions. ':
'. .
(Continued From Page One.)
It is a practical method of bringing
the school nearer the people and of acress the river into an American
'
i
keeping the mothii close to' the girls ranch house.
in their school worfc.
Prefect is Jailed
at the postofflce at East
Naco, Sonora,. Mex., March 20. Mafcaa. Vtgsia, New Mexico, for trana-tssfo- a
BILLS
THE ANTI-TRUS- T
jor Platte, prefect of the Cananea-Arizpthrough the United States
Naeb district, is In Jail here
tj;.U at second claw matter.
President Wilson has given his ap- as the result of his demand last night
proval to the substance of the four for the surrender to him of the Naco
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
,
laws cuartel. Immediately upon his arrival
bills to amend the anti-trus- t
Dally, by Carrier
which were placed before him by the Platte made hia demand, which, he
Copy
$ xn
on trusts. The asserted, was his right as prefect M.
judiciary
ES Week
jg
asked that Martinez, collector of customs, led the
to
said
have
Is
president
Ca Mouth
,js these four bills be combined Into one Naco authorities in a revolt againBt
'
Ca Tsar
7,50
for clearness and for convenience in Platte and placed the prefect in jail.
Dally, by Mall
A guard was placed over the tele
and this probexpediting
Bnm
(In advance)
. $6.00 ably will belegislation,
done. Such a bill would graph wires leading from Naco to
tSx Months (In advance)
SM be the most drastic
legislative propos Cananea, as the railroad expressed the
C'ne Tear (in arrears)
7.50
al yet brought before congress by the fear that they would be cut and the
Cat Months (in arrears)
. 3.76 present administration, with the pos railroad tracke torn up.
Much excitement prevailed here tosible exception of the currency reform
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
some
in
owing to reports of increasing
day,
and
important particulars
law,
GROWER
,
the anti-truproposals are of more dissention among state officials.
ISae Tear
.
$3.00
effect than that law.
t-- x
1
Months
Wants
. ."'LOO WUIie it is announced that the four
Neutrality Enforced
"
to tWiclns Ariz.. March 20. Ives Lele- -'
t
Mils are
destined
vfe."" constitutionalist
representative
'strengthen" the Sherman act, they
(Cash In Advance for Mall
here'; "wired to the state department
would
and
act
that
overshadow
fairly
Subscriptions)
at Washington insisting that neutral
by check, draft or money practically obscure it In accordance
a
ity laws be rigidly enforced on the
desires
the
with
the
president,
of,
If
sent
otherwise
we
will not
tnjw
border."
Lelevier stated that Mexican
consoth
in
clause wH';:i'jeinserted
responsible for loss.
filiBatmen copies free on implication. lidated bill prescribing personal guilt federal sympathizers '''orgaliiiad
the'Americftnide
on
bands
bustering
of individuals in charge of corporations
in order to break up 'the evils that and invaded constitutionalist territory
(&LL
APERS DISCONTINUED AT
of destroying lives
have
grown up under the present anti- with the object
EXPIRATION OF TIME
To
and
property.
keep these bandits
the
laws."
trust
president
Evidently
'
PAID FOR
does not believe now as he once did in check, he said, the rebels maintain
that the Sherman law is adequate for large forces needed elsewhere.
Advertisers are guaranteed the the proper regulation of business. The
Bankers Not Agreed
Ifcrfeat dally and weekly circulation present administration has been sigMexico City, Maifch 20. 'Mexican
erf any ' newspaper In northern New nally successful in bringing larse cordenied that any defincsxextco.
$
porations to submit! to its interpreta- bankers today
tion of the Sherman law. At least, ite agreement had been reached by
Prothe administration took to itself a vast them to accede to the demands of
TELEPHONES
18,000,Huerta
for
visional
President
score.
on
that
amount of satisfaction
business Office . . ... . ... ....... Main 2
The
proposition,
Neither is there any present evidence 000 pesos monthly.
Hews Department
Main 9 that President Wilson is still of the they say,, still remained under consid,.:!
opinion that "business should have a eration.
rest from further legislation until it Provisional President Huerta today
FRIDAY, MARCH 20, 1914.
emhas had opportunity to readjust itself." agreed to permit the1 American
amand
arms
receive
to
here
HE VL DOMESTIC SCIKXCE
Certainly there is no prospect of rest- bassy
Unitful recuperation in the rour radical munition coiiaigned to it by the
measures that have been approved "In ed States for the protection of AmeriThe Woman's Civic club of
Holly,
can citizens in the event of disturb-anc- e
:ol., desiring to help the girls of that substance" by the chief executive.
in the federal capital. The arms
In Borne particulars, however, the
community to become more efficient
have not yet been
ammunition
and
n the common duties of housekeeDimr. four bills are almost mild and rational.
custom house. "Litthe
removed
from
subthe
of
with the school in the The apparent disposition
manner In which
the
little"
is
tle
by
teaching of household art The nlan committee not to eliminate "holding General Huerta. proposes to permit
concession
a
Ipj
as described in a bulletin Issued
by companies" entirely
to the embassy.
the united States bureau of education that was unexpected. The provision their delivery
The
by the American emreceipt
the
allowing the fixing of prices "in
is as follows:
the
of
consignment of guns and
manufacturer bassy
The girls of the high school are di first Instance,"
included' 250 rifles
which
ammunition,
vided into four classes, as indicated to jobber, Is ascHnewhat ridiculous
two
machine
and
guns, comes after
"by the year of the work they are tak straddle which recognizes price fixing
between General
a
controversy
sharp
ing in the high school As manv ii. as legitimate at one end of the deal Huerta's .government and the emother
the
makes
unlawful
but
at
it
visions are made of each class aa are
necessary to secure the best results. end. In other words, It protects the bassy.
Notwithstanding the fact' that a
These divisions meet once or twice a manufacturers but submits the retail
number
of other foreign powers have
'Week at the various homes in the city, ers to cutthroat methods. This plan
to introduce arms the Gerbeen
able
and the girls cook, sew and do other no doubt will meet with the full ap mane
having gone even to the extent
household work, such as washing, proval of the manufacturers, who have
of establishing a wireless station
their interests,
sweeping and dusting, under the di- lobbies representing
raised con
rect supervision of the teacher and but the retailers, not being represent- the Mexican government the Amer-can- s
stitutional
against
objection
the mistress of the house. A definite ed at court, will be left to the mercy
for their introduction.
outline of the work to be done In the of the wholesalers. By what may have
liome is given to the class and also been a til oversight, the labor organizaw wo iau or iue nouse, so mat sue tions were not exempted from the pro- AMERICAN
laws. In oth-- J
may have the material and utensils visions of the anti-trunecessary ready for the use of the er words, labor and capital have been
ROBBED
.girls, who do all the work and leave placed on the same footing before the
tne nouee in the same condition as law. Of course, this will never do, and
they found It, washing and drying all Senator Hughes of New Jersey has
dishes and putting them Into their promised tto he will gee to It that the E. L. TAYLOR OF CHIHUAHUA ARRIVES IN EL PASO WltPf HIS
labor trust is exempted. Thus grind
8T0RYa 6J,'J'
' In tbe latter
prowheels
the
national
legislation
' 'rpart of the course eix
' i .'
or seven of the girla prepare and serve pelled by demagogy, lubricated by preR L.
a light luncheon to eix or seven other judice and directed by political expe El aso, Tex., March 20. arrived
an American colonist,
Journal.
Kansas
Taylor,
diency.
City
limthe
of
money being
girls,
outlay
here today by way of Columbus, N.
0
;
ited. The preparation and serving of
M., with a story of mistreatment at
also
tha
conversation
the luncheon,
NEW TIMHPa RATE
the hands of bandits operating around;
And Manners of the guests, are careMarch 20. The state cor Colonla
"Santa'e,
Juarez, a Mormon colony in
fully criticised by
poration commission, has won out in Chihuahua state. Taylor said he fled
1'Alutn
irapilS."'
its stand for a 10 cent rate on lumber
Occasionally the various divisions from Santa Fe to Albuquerque, the to save his life, leaving behind his
teams and property.
Tnslt the grocery store to learn bow to same as
the rate froin'Albuquerque
order groceries, the meat market to to Santa Fe. The rate formerly was Bandits under Manuel Gutierrez
raided the American colony a week
Jearh 'to istitiguish the different cuts 14 cents
per hundred and the company ago, said Taylor. They entered his
fcf rrifeat, the furniture tore to plan offered to
compromise on an ll cent
for the furnishing "of "'a' home; the rate, but the commission stood pat home and he fought desperately,
wounding one of the Mexicans In the!
"hardware etore to plan' for the pur- and the Santa Fe
'yielded. An order
chase of kitchen 'utensils. ' During the was Issued' l.y the commission today hand. Taylor said he fired from betummer months the Work is carried giving permission' to' waive the statu- hind the family organ, which was dealong by the mothers iii the homes, tory period so that only one aajr's no- molished by bullets, and that finally he
was overpowered and sentenced to die.
Who follow the outline the teacher
tice will be necessary to put the rate Later Gutierrez decided that he must
Civic
loaves with the leader of the
in effect The" rate applies on minipay $500, and confiscating $1,500 in
dab.
mum car loads of 3Q.O00 pounds and
The advantages claimed for the plan is the maximum rate to all intermedi- grain and stock, he told Taylor to
leave the country at once.
''.
5;S
ate points.
The Gutierrez band recently raided
There la no need of expensive
the American lumber town of Pearson
school apparatus
and has been operating, the American
ROAD WORK BOOMING
The girls learn to cook and do
Santa Fe, March 20. State Engineer colonist said, without interference
'
' imp t fiml there James T. French upon hi3 return to- from Villa's insurgents. Gutierrez forana Albuquerque, merly was second In command under
c
i i"' 'it
10 jiiiTien day from- Socott-iiooded
found
9, "i
his
with applica- Maximo Castillo, now held a prisoner
r
desk
1
thoso
t';in
i'
nip
p'i ;
3 !
v
com-tions
from
i
o'tiP
practically every part of at Fort Bliss.
It ev- - the state for assistance In good road
t t tV
cot r
of In- - work. It seems the good roads bug
TO MOVE POSTOFFIC-11
1 a 1 ant' pre
i i
and fever are prevalent in the most Santa' Fe, March 20. The postoffice
,
' cr in il nial tin- -' out of the way corners of the common- site at Bard, Quay county, will he
j
; a
fmmd a num- moved 2S0 feet to the west of Its
wealth. Mr, Fro" .
' " i
, (
jireho' IP- - ber of requests from good road3 and present site on April 1, according to
r
t
t w rie automobile n
fT articles on official notice to Postmaster John
'
" ' M, fij'Ii as the good
Xcv JtiIco.
Pflueger 'today.
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LACK OF GOOD LAWS AND
MANY UNNECESSARY ONES
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YOUR FRECKLES
Need Attention in February and
March or Face Will Stay
Covered
Now la the time to take special
care of the complexion If you wish It
td loon well the rest of the year. The
February and March winds have a

'

Following is another
Interesting
communication from District Attorney
Charles "Vf, G. Ward regarding social
,
., ,.
, ,..';
conditions;.
'
"To
The Optic, " .,
',
"Sir:
...v.
"What should be the attitude of a
community that has begun to realize
that the solution of the whole problem
of social citizenship depends upon a
proper sense of responsibility on the
part of the individual to the general
welfare, towards the law and proposed
,
legislation?
"Take for example our present
statute. It Is unenforceable.
It goes further than public sentiment
at the present time will approve. Instead of declaring a penalty against
those who operate or own gambling
james and devices, it makes all play
ers equally guilty and thus effectually
prevents the obtaining of evidence, unless the spy system be resorted to.
It invades the private home, where It
cannot be followed and also makes a
criminal of any officer, who fails to
enforce the law. There is more
pinch more gambling- under the present statute than under the , earlier
stringent law against public gambling.
WTiether the law is right in principle
or not, it not only cannot be enforced,
but. is encouraging the very vice it
seeks to prohibit. What should be the
attitude of those who are concerned
with the public welfare? Should they
not rationally consider the question In
and
its relation to the community
state and seek to impress upon the
lawmakers the importance of enacting
an enforceable and rational statute?
"Many who believe that the salooon
is an unmitigated evil, believe that
corporate municipalities like Las
Vegas should regulate their own saloon problems and the attempt entirely
to abolish the saloon in the' towns until the pubiic opinion stands behind
not only the law but Its enforcement,
and
would lead to such
illicit- - selling as would make jiie evil
worse than at present. Should not
this view be. fairly ami free) discuss
I
ed?
...
f
"Inteded wiate laws (relating to
medicines ami foods' shouIS be intelli
gently considered by the. people before
some such, freak bills as wee introduced at the last legislature ar$ enacted Into law. We urgently need! better
health laws and quarantine regulations
for the couthry districts.
J'We have as yet very little in the
way of a labor and capital problem to
contend with, but we have the crudest
assortment of assessment and tax
laws ever conceived. These also vi
tally affect the social arid general wel
fare. We have no laws whatsoever
against those social crimes formerly
dealt with by United States law. Some
of our most sterling citizens do not
hesitate to refrain from prosecuting
the man who stole his horse or forged
his name If he can thereby get his
property or money hack. If the state
gets after the compounder of the fel
ony, only a civil action can be main"
tained.
.
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O'SHAUGHNESSY VILL
,

HIS POSITION

RESIGN

AMERICAN CHARGE D'AFFAIRES
IN MEXICO CITY IS SERIOUS-- .
LY ILL

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, March 20. Heavy selling
by leading firms today drove down the
price of corn. Opening prices, which
off to
varied from
up were succeeded by a material setback all
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leading the down turn. The close was
to
under last night.
easy
CommiSsion houses took to the bear
side in the bats chowd.' Pit speculators seemed willing, to buy at a moderate drop in quotations, .
First sales of provisions ranged
from a shade to 5. cents higher. Not
all the gain was held. The closing
quotations were:
Wheat, May 93; July 88.
Corn, May 69; July 69.
Oats, May 40 July 40.
Pork, May $21.72; July $21.72.
Lard, May $10.85; July $11.55.
Ribs, May $11.85; July $11.70.
KANSAS

CITY LIVE

STOCK

Kansas City, March 20. Hogs, receipts 3,000. Market 5 to 10 cents
higher. Bulk $8.608.S0; heavy $8.75
8.85; packers and butchers $8.65
8'80; lights $8.508.70; pigs $7.50
8.

Cattle, receipts 200. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $8.609.25; dressed
beef steers $7.258.50;
western
steers $7.258.60; southern steers
$6.508.25; cows $4.357.60; heifers
$6. 75 8.75; stockers and
bulls $67.50; calves

around. The close was weak at
to
net decline.
, Wheat weakened, in sympathy with $6.5010.
Mexico City, March 20.
O'Shaugh- corn. The firm cables, however, tendSheep, receipts 2,000. Market steanessy, American charge d'affaires, ad- ed to check selling. Prices started
dy. Lambs $6.907.60;
yearlings
mitted today that he was seriously lower to a like advance, and later $6.256.85; wethers $5535; ewes
considering the question 'of' resigning. showed a general decline, with July $5.256.
feeders-$6.758.25-
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Eczema Gone! Acne, Tetter,
Rash, Pimples, Carbuncles,
Boils Banished!
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attack of sciatica.
j
Some wonderment has been aroused
here by the knowledge that Mr.
O'Shaughnessy will go to Vera Cruz
tonight accompanied by Thomas B.
Hoplet, charge d'affaires here.
Mr. O'Shaughnessy gays that if his
state of health permits it he'will return to the federal capital on Monday.
He denies any knowledge of a conference .between John Lind, personal
representative of President' Wilson,
and Jose Lopes Portlllo y Rojas, the
Mexican foreign minister. Senor Por-tillwas reported today to be at

strong tendency to bring out freckles
my 'stay all summer unless removed. v.N&w is the time to use
oih!ne--doublstrength. ;.
This 'proscription1' for the removal
of freckles. Was written' by a prominent physician and. is asually so successful that It is sold by druggists under guarantee to refund the money If Orizaba.
it fails. - Get an ounce of othine
double strength, and even a few appliNEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
cations shoulil show a wonderful ImNew York, March 20. Liquidation
some
of
the
smaller
provement
in low priced railroad stocks, which
freckles even vanishing entirely.
has held the market in check recently,
Adv.
was suspended today. Rock Island securities, in particular, made a better
"I will not attempt further Illustra- showing. The effect, on the general
tion. It will scarcely be disputed that list of this improvement was heightenthe people get the kind of legislation ed by Intimations from Washington
they desire when they know what that the administration favored ah Inthey want and 6ay so. It is idle to crease in freight rates for the east.'
;
hope to reach a proper standard of so- ern roads. .
Railroad stocks responded wltft a
cial citizenship until the Individual
sense of responsibility Is quickene4 to general advance, and ultimately the Inthe point where one takes a personal dustrials joined in the movement, alinterest In law and Its enforcement
though held back for a time by the
"How is the individual Bense of re- Sluggishness of United StateB Steel;sponsibility when once awakened,' to f'liich was affected by further reports
of business in the steel
be exerted, whether In the directl6h!
of temperance, education, legislation' Industry. The morning rise ran to a
sanitation or economics? Assuredly point or more in many cases: Bonds
;i lwwere Irregular.
by
organization.
The advance became a" little more
"J hatWB,jihtim(!eatihed my 'finally
brethren at wiltfpray your indulg- rapid inkpots,- particularly for.'Penn-sylvani.Chesaence Mr. Editor,' for space for one
Amalgamated an
additional letter, hoping that while peake and Ohio. Burlington - Joint
commending the Public Forum, the fours showed the effect of liberal proLaw and Order society, Church Tem- fit taking, and surrendered about all
'
(
perance meetings. Commercial club of yesterday's gain.
went
A.
market
C.
Y.
M.
The
all
other
through the foreand
ralliesfjand
organizations dealing with the public noon's high figures with a rush when
the buying orders appeared in lots of
welfare, I may be
and Steel
shares. Union-Pacifibrief references made to a number of
live topics that all of the societies men- were foremost in the late rise.
The market closed strong. Speculationed are seeking in one form or other, to solve, to suggest solution for tion became buoyant at the end, with
certain parts of the problem referred general advances of 1 to 2 points. The
to in the first letter, and that I may last sales were:
70
convince all that there Is a broad and Amalgamated Copper
102
common ground upon which all citi- Sugar
97
zens of the community who are holi- Atchison .
95
est, rational and courageous should Reading . ..- 159
,
Union Pacific
stand.
,
65
"CHARLES W. G. WARD."
United States Steel
110
United States Steel, pfd.

that

:

He says, however, that If he does resign, It will be because of his bad
state of health. Mr. O'Shaughnessy's
physician is not optimistic regarding
his patient's early recovery from his
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THE HERRESIIOFF

PERSONALS

i

BfiAIIlIl

Gua Ritter of Tusa, N. M., came in
last night for a short business visit
R. J. Sterrett of Wagon Mound was
a buslnes visitor In Las Vegas today.

'
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NEW BONDS FURNISHED

San . Francisco, March 20. New
bonds were furnished today by the
three convicted officials and employes
of the Western Fuel company who
have taken an appeal to the United
States circuit court of appeals. Tech
nically all were in the custody of the
court.
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FOH WAR

SUIIJO

New York; March 20. Work on the
America's cup yacht being built at the
Herreshoff shops in Bristol, R. I., has
progressed so far that a complete out
line of her hull Is visible tout only
to her builders and the chosen, few
in the Flag Officers' syndicate of the
New York Yacht club that ordered
Tier.

It will be several weeks before a
definite line on the models of the four
boats, Sir Thomas Llpton's challenger
arid the three prospective defenders,
is revealed, but there are persistent
rumors that the latest Herreshoff racer is to toe a modified "seventy" with
a centerboard, Instead of a large "fifty," as many have supposed she would
be. Nat Herreshoff always was satis-fle- d
he built in
with the
1900. While they were light In construction they were not favored as
bruisers, and they have all goo to the
junk pile, although wonder for speei,
On the other hand the 40:footers turn--,
ed out last year strictly under the
present rules are more of a cruising
type. And the America's cup boats,
naturalljf; will be built for,speed alone.
As work on all. the newn craft progresses, 1&e network of secrecy surrounding each one Is drawing tighter.
They are now reaching a stage In construction where a glimpse might reveal the most important feature of
their designers' craftiness. This Is
especialy true of the Herreshoff boat,
which is further advanced than any of
the others. Each undoubtedly has some
special distinction that its creator Is
relying on more than a general design,
and while their models have been
worked out to a definite end none of
them is so far along that changes
could not be made.
There never has been as keen rival
ry in the construction of a defender
before. It has been years since more
than any yacht has been built for the
defense of the cup at any one time.
In the mean time construction of rac-')!- ?
yachts has been devploned to the
minutest details. Heretofore the only
rivalry has been in the construction of
the challenger' and one defender. This
year the competition is between' four
boats.

TAHJTI

Caterpillar

Rare in This South
Se3 Country.

Hosts.

i

Scientists of the Department of Agriculture Are Making Extensive Preparations for the Coming Conflict Millions on Each Side. .
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Tork.-Tthe average traveler
Tahiti remains the lie lnconnu. The
tourist
expected there; he is
regarded with suspicion. He demands
bath-tuarticle undreamed of In
the Island philosophy he demands a
reasonable degree of promptness In
the' every-daaffairs of life, he make
Jther and extraordinary demands.
When he realizes that nothing what-sve- r
has been done for his amusement
jr edification, that to the islanders the
juter world from which he comes exists only in the Imagination; when he
realizes these things as soon he does
it is then that he learns to content
limself with things as they are, and
to admire the beauties of the place as
nature made and has left them.
There are no towns upon Moorea.
White men are a rarity. It is today
the island paradise which Cook found
it when, a century and a half ago, he
to water his ships.
put into Pao-PaToday, also, the native lives the life
ae did then the native Ignorant,
if you please, but with a
?oice and manners, a gift of hospitality, which put the white man to
shame. Here, more than elsewhere,
he seems himself a part of that haunting beauty which surrounds him on
every hand.
Here, when the day is done, under
the cocoanuts and the bananas, "betwixt the sun and moon upon the
shore," the travelerif he is fortunate
enough to have the entree sits him
down, as honored guest, among the
retainers of the native chief. Mounted
upon a native pony, and in tne cool of
the morning, he has coursed the wild
pig in the shadows of the great crater- o
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PEOPLES BANK
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CO.'"'

TRUST

EAST LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Invites your account either Commercial or Savbs. We'pay 4
per cect on Savins
counts, on ChecUcg Accounts 2 per cent

Ac-

NATIONAL REGATTA

'

y
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New York, March 20. The time and
place for holding this year's national
regatta will be decided upon tomorrow at a meeting of the National Association of Amateur Oarsmen to be
held at the New York Athletic club.
The Philadelphia boat clubs will put in
a bid for the regatta. As Philadelphia has entertained the regatta satisfactorily for a number of years It
is probable that the Schuylkill river
course In that city will again be
for the events.

THE 0 LD RELIABLE
BAI N WAGON

MILWAUKEE BENCH SHOW
2d. With
Milwaukee, Wis., March
an entry list larger than at any previ-

ous show of the kind given, in this
state the annual exhibition of the Wisconsin Kennel club opened today jn
the Auditorium. The show Is also said
to contain a greater variety of breeds
than were exhibited at previous shows
here... The benches contain exhibits
trotn man.y,;,,sections of this country
and from Canada,-- r The show will continue three days.
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Gross, Kelly &;;'Co.
Sole Agents

BOUT

D

'

YOUNG DURAN OF THIS CITY WILL
BOX YOUNG AD WOLGAST
OF SANTA FE

Promoter Charles O'Malley this af
ternoon announced that he will stage
a
boxing contest In this city
on the night of March 31, between
Young Duranof Las Vegas and Young
Ad Wolgast of Santa Fe.' Wolgast will
arrive In La3 Vegas this evening, and
will begin training tomorrow.
The prospects for this bout to be
one of the best staged here for some
time are good. Duran is an aggressive
boxer and has never been defeated,
Young Wolgast recently fought In Al
buquerque with Harry Relde and demonstrated hi3 ability then to deliver
the goods In the fistic art.
L. H. Myers, manager for Young
Wolgast, arrived this afternoon to
make arrangements for the training of
his man.

i

....

Summer Visitors to Tahiti.
valley. The afternoon has found him
in the inland lake. Now
the shadows are falling, the magical
afternoon mists are over the peaks
which climb steeply upward before
him, and the short twilight is at hand.
Presently, the tropic moon will rise
to take its course directly overhead,
making the weird vistas about him
light as day again. He hears the DAMON DEFEATS THE
voices about him, prattling in the melodious Maori tongue, and, afar off,
the thunder ,jf the surf upon the dis
IAS VEGAS BOVLEliS
tant reefs.
He closes his eyes and dreams of a
tomorrow like today, and then of still TELEPHONE GAME LAST NIGHT IS
other tomorrows.
He has eaten the
THE SECOND OF A
fei the island Lotus and, If he
'
SERIES
dreams of home, it is as some place
which perhaps-'!- !!
know him no
ni&i the Jilts' bowling team
more.
M-swas again pitted against the Dawson
THE END TO A FAMOUS SCOUT aggregation, and the game ended in
defeat for the locals. Dawson outplayOliver Wiggins, a Denver Pioneer, ed the local Elks considerably and
Dead at Ninety Years Friend
made several high scores, while the
of Kit Carson.,
locals4 boiled a.f slow but consistent
Denver. Oliver ("Old Scout") Wig game. The "next, game will probably
the
gins, one of Denver's most famous will be played next week, when
coma
this
to
will
team
city.
Dawson
resiearly frontiersmen, died at his
dence here. He was ninety years old. Last night's game was playfed by
'"
Wiggins came across the plains In 'phone.
'"
1838. For a number of years he was
The official score:
a member of Kit Carson's famous com
Dawson
pany of frontiersmen and served un
1st. 2nd. Srf." Total
der Carson in the Mexican war, where
527
155
214
he was wounded at the Battle of Brady .......158
393
135
121
137
Hearn
Monterey.
615
208
161
His cabin was one of the first built Hrirst ...... 14G
in Denver. From 1848 to 1S58 he was O'Brien
131
437
148
158
employed as scout, .guide and hunter
509
195
154.,
...,160
for ) immigrant ..trains acroaa'tfw' Henry,,,..
piains and his knowledge, of the fron- ;'.
S22
759' ,.798'
..
tier extended through" tba length and
breadth of the Rocky mountains. '
' '
"
,",Lat Vegas ';
ir&.
Total
rist.'.,: 2nd.
TKY GIRL OF 13 FC3 r.'UP.DER
1
lbi
Losey .........15a. ,.loi
335
122
120
..153
A Canadian Child Accused of Beating Hoke
447
134
172
141
a Playmate to Death With an
Martin
iron Shovel.
452
163
157
Henriquez ..132
133
496
169
...188
Trumbull
Prince Albert, Sask. Kathleen 01- ka, thirteen years old, of Wakawa,
715
791
769
charged with the murder of her nine- year old playmate, Julia Jennings,
SKATING CHAMPIONSHIPS
was put on trial here. The girl Is acNow Haven, Conn., March 20. The
cused of killing the other child by
beating her on tae head with an iron Prrc il contests ior uib nsne enowa
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Capital, $100,000 Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,CC3.

In every1 department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best
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gained a stronghold on the devotees of
winter Bport9 In America. It is many
years since It was first introduced in
this country. It Is known .to have
been an institution la colonial days.
In 1772 Benjamin "West, the' famous
painter, was a skillful skater, and during a visit to England he captivated
the Londoners with W3 graceful gyrations on the Serpentine. The
Skating club on the Schuylkill
river wa3 founded In 1818 and a few
years later Boston and Philadelphia
skaters introduced figure fjkatiDg In
New. York. In 1868, the National Amateur Skating association' was organized
a
to conduct annual championship
in, figure skating.
:
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was done yesterday afternoon i?i ?
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will make a strong effort to secure t'.e
1915 convention of the American Fed-
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Washington. Scientists of the d
partment of agriclture are busy at
present preparing for one of the great
est wars ever fought within the con
fines of North America. While war
talk concerning Mexico has been going the rounds for the past few
months, comparatively few people are
aware that two armies, each number
ing hundreds of millions, will soon be
destroying one another right and left
The people most interested in the
coming battles are the scientists and
the owners of greenhouses, where roses and ferns are grown. The war is
to be between the Florida fern cater
pillar, known to the scientific world as
Eriopus fioridensis, and the ichneumon
fly, the only natural enemy of the fern
caterpillar.
The fern caterpillar has been at
tacking gre'eijhouses In all parts of the
country, destroying plants, especially
ferns and rose bushes, and now it has
been decided to turn loose millions of
the ichneumon flies in the areas at
tacked by the caterpillar. It will be a
battle royal with the odds on the
ichneumon army.
r,
.;During recent years this species of
caterpillar, native to Florida and tropi
cal America, has made its appear
ance In appalling numbers In northern
greenhouse. Its three principal bases
of operation have been Ohio, Illinois
and the District Of 'Columbia, although
many other states) have suffered more
or less from the pests. It is apparent
ly restricted to ferns and rosebushes,
upon which it feeds naturally In its occurrence in the open In the warm
south. It has evidently been carried to
ferns in northern greenhouses on
ferns from Florida. A
The moth belong to a group of nocs
bear at
tuide, in which the
the sides, with just above the middle
a tooth. jThe back wings are large
and rounded at the sides. The thor
ax and abdomen are wide. The fore
wings are pale brown, marked with
white scales, forming a peculiar and
attractive pattern. The rear legs are
dull buff, edged with a dusky grown;
the lower surface of the body is much
paler. Tlje expanse of the wings is
about 1
inches and the entire
length of the body Is in the neighborhood of half an inch. The larva Is

The International Union of Shingle $--- 0-00
I
Weavers, Sawmill Workers and Woods
NOTES
WORLD
LABOR
men has requested of the lumber
irt
manufacturers and logging camp operators of the northwest an agreement
for an eight-hou- r
day, a minimum wage
Austria and Hungary have 600,000
f
of $2.25 a day .and time and
trade unonists.
for overtime.
School teachers of Scranton, Pa., are
planning a union.
The San Francisco labor council has
St. Paul union carpenters have askinaugurated a card system by which ed for a; wage Increase of 5 cents an
delegates upon entering the assembly hour.
room- - shall register their names and
The total number of organized workthe number of union labels attached men in Massachusetts is estimated at
to their apparel admission being de250,000.
nied to those having rewer than five
The American Federation of Musi- Florida Fern Caterpillar on Top, Motli
labels.
Below; Dark Larva at Right, Draw
cians will hold its annual convention
ings Much Enlarged.
in Des Moines In May.
A labor temple Is to be built by the
The miners of Montana have contri slender, with fore-leg- s
normal and
Jabor unions of Hamilton, Ont.
The head is small
buted $4,000 for the relief of the strik well developed.
and pale greenish color.
ing copper miners of Michigan.
The type locality .is, Florid.Mexlco,
Alaska
of
A ne
agreement
Costa '.Jlica, Bah'f iu.as, JaFishermen's union and the Alaska Guatemala,
maica, Cuba, Hayl, Santa Lucia, St
The Chefs Favorite
inPackers' association provides for
Vincent, Venezuela, British Guiana,
By Mrs. Janet McKensie Hill, Editor of creased wages and better working con- - Biazll and Trinidad.
- mc otatvn
"
i.uoRing ocnool Magazine
ditions.
The species was first reported July
Some folks think that only "colored
10, 1907, from Orlando, Fla. It was
E. Kelly, the new postmasWilliam
mammies" can cook chicken, but atrial
attacking the ferns in that vicinity,
ot this famous chicken pot pie disproves ter .of Brooklyn is widely known, in it
was noted that the larvae usually
that assertion. .Every member of the IkUar circles as the president of 'the
' National Letter Carriers' association. fed at night, although sometimes eatfamily will tnoroagh enjoy it.
ing during the day. They ; concealed
the themselves
A recent report shows that
during the day, at the
United Mine Workers of America have base of the ferns and rose bushes, oi
were found resting low down on the
paid virtually $2,000,000 In strike beneColorado miners since April 1. stems. They had a habit of crawling
to
fits
?
EES J t
a 1910.
up the stems and eating off several
Jeaflets, thus" spoiling the beauj.y jtf:
In
By an overwhelming vote, the
i
the plants.
ternational Brotherhood of Carpenter? I
the following September"
During
"
and Joiners of America has severed report was made to the
department of
EC Chicken Pot Fie, fiobed DtimuIlmK affiliation with, the building trades de agriculture
that, this-- caterpillar, was
One fowl cut in joints;
cup flour; partment of the American Federatic
attacking several greenhouses in the
Ji teaspoonful salt; black pepper; 2 cups
vicinity of the District of Columbia.
,
'flour; 3 level teaspoonfuls K C Baking of Labor.
An entomological assistant in the deIn the past 19 years the Internatlon
cup
J'ozvder; yi teaspoonful salt;
partment was detailed to get special Typographical union has expended
shortening; "milk or cream.
mens of the insects and to investigate
Cover the fowl with boiling water and more than $1,250,000 in building am'
the conditions of the different greenan
maintaining the home for aged
houses where the caterpillars bad
cup nour, saic sick union
Dating ciisn. mvs. tne
printers at Colorad
been ruining the plants and ferns.
Scores of methods of destruction
smooth paste and use to thicken the Springs.
broth. Remove the fat from the top of
The National Association of Civ' have been tried in the different parts
the broth if necessary before adding the Service employes has been formed fr of the country infested with the fern
tliickenintr.
Pour this craw over the
caterpillar, but no method has proved
the purpose of arousing public sen
fowl, until it is nearly covered, and rea success, and so the commander-in-chie- f
mtnt to assist In the procuring of leserve the rest to serve apart. Sift
of the Ichneumon fr army ht..'
the flcor, baking powder and salt, gation to provide for the mnrritcnanf
beett called into consultation and adthree times; into this work theshorten-in- g
o
vises an Immediate attack la amel
and use cream or milk to make a of persons who have grown old
dough., less stiff than for biscuits. Put who have been injured in the
parts bt the country.
this by'spoon fills over' the fowl in the
dish, which it should rest upon and
Gloomy Weather Cause Trouble.
Through the influence of Frank Mocompletely cover. Let bake about 33
Chicago. One hundred and fifteen
rison, secretary of the American Fed
minutes.
.vanrants have been sworn out by
eration of L&bor, an aeement ha
When yonnfr, twnto cliicVrm are mine, flu
"icn against tnea in the court of fi
:
n nuisfc sati
tthl been virtually concluded for an ani'-w v ot
fowis.
or Liur ii
mestic relations during the recent
in this mantm-imore iwpeuaitgr tiwnpiennmi
,imation of the International imio"wiicn swvi-- asasiew.
loomy days twice the Usual auta-ier- .
Try this and me w other delicious tvemes lit of broommakers and hmshmakers. TK
ae K C Cook b VS'Mik. a couy ot wine! m:iv he
Court attaches Eoy the gloomy
the coiort-j Infreetilet.y
reemetit will be ratified by a rcfe
is the
rather
of the increase
C
Ci
luwil
K
ot
2rrt!t
liHklllg
in domswiJo troubles,
r o taejAuui-- lam. Co.,
'.
cmlum vote.
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GEO. U. BUNKE2, Vice Prcs
HOSENWALD, Secretary

Liberal to ifs customers yet conservative in its management the

la Today the Same Paradise Which
Cook Found It, When a Century
and a Half Ago He Put Into
'
Pao-Pa- o
i
to Water Ships. '
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JOHN W. HARRIS, Pres

Army, of Flies to Fight Invading Whits 'Men

'

CRAFT IS FURTHER ADVANCED
THAN OTHER PROSPECTIVE
DEFENDERS

OF

CECILIO

COMPLETION

D. P, Johnston came in pesterday

evening from Santa Fe for a short business visit.
N. A, Lassell came in yesterday afternoon from Albuquerque for a brief
business visit
Simon Bacharach left yesterday for
Mora where he will be on business
lor several days.
Herman Hfeld returned last night
from Mora where he has been for. a
short time on business.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Evans tof Denver,
Colo., arrived In Las Vegas last night
for a several days' visit
j. j I. Ricker of Shoemaker came in
last night and will be a business vis
itor here for the next few days.
J. Aj Bannon of Canton, arrived in
Las Vegas last night and will remain
here for the next few weeks on busi
ness.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice A. Van Houten came in last night from their
home at Shoemaker for a few days'
etay In this city.
J. E. Nibback arrived in Las Vegas
last night from his home in Belen and
will be a business visitor In this city:
f
for the next few days,
.J. P. Lynch and J. M. Larson of
Chicago, 111., arrived In this city yes
e
terday afternoon and will remain he-on business for some time.
Mrs. L. Silverman anj son of Kan
sas City, Mo., left today for their
home, after having been residents .1
Las Vegas for the past five months.
Judge David J. Leahy, accompanied
by Postmaster F. O. Blood, went today by automobile to Santa Rosa,
where the judge is to draw the grand
and petit jury venires for the spring
term of court in Guadalupe county.
General Superintendent C. H. Bristol of the western lines of the Santa
Fe Railway company, passed through
Las Vegas this afternoon en route
from La Junta, Colo., to San Diego,
Cal., where he will attend a meeting
of railway company officials. He was
accompanied 'by J. R. Sexton, mechanical superintendent for the western lines of the Santa Fe.
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NEW GUAGE INSTALLED
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Santa Fe, March 20.
Engineer C. J, Emerson left today for
Fort Sumner to make stream measurements in the Pecos. Engineer R. S.
I!
Watrous will leave on Saturday for
Embudo to install one of the finest
stream measurement guages dn the
Rio Grande. It is a friez guage and
cement for the foundation in which it
Is to be imbedded was shipped to EmII
;
budo today. The hydrographlc surrey
deems Embudo as one of its most Important stations in New Mexico and
Engineer Glenn A: Gray, in charge of
the work in New Mexico, accompanied
by Mr. Watrous, returned'last evening
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER from, Embudo, where they bad selected the exact point at whicb the guage
TISEMENTS
Is to e placed.
Five cent per lint tach Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line. Foley Cathartic tablets are entirely
No ad to occupy lese ipace than two effective, thoroughly cleansing and always pleasant In action. They contain
llnee
All advertlsementa
charged blue flag, are a remedy for constipawill be booked at space actually et tion and sluggish liver, and a tonio to
without regard to number of words. the bowels, which are improved by
their use. Try them. They do not
Cash In advlnce preferred.
fail to give relief and satisfaction. O.
G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug
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WHITE SLAVE TRIAL BEGINS
San Francisco, March 20. J. Parker
Whitney, the wealthy Placer county
Tanchman who was recently indicted
on a charge of violating the Mann
white slave law, will appear in the
federal court tomorrow, when it Is ex
OPTIC NUMBER, MAIN L
pected Judge Dooling will fix a date
for the trial. At present there is con
siderable speculation as to the whereabouts of Miss Genevieve Hannan,
whom Whitney is accused of having
Into California from Oregon
WANTED
Boy to work In paint brqmght
immoral
for
purposes. After accusing
shop. Inquire N. 0. Hermann, 429
Whitney the woman left the state.
Grand avenue.
promising to return for the trial, and
WANTED
A man to take charge of when last heard from was in New Or
our business in Las Vegas and vi leans.
cinity; splendid opportunity for the
The Mothers' Favorite
right man. Write Grand Union Tea
A cough medicine for children
Colorado
Company,
Springs, for par should be harmless. It should be
ticulars.
pleasant to take. It should be effectual,
Chamberlain s Cough Remedy is all of
this and is the mother's favorite every.
where. For sale by ail dealers. Adv.
Saiss

)?)

o
o
fi)

Adv.

Bhe

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFfc

SHORT ORDER
AND REGULAR DINNER
TH3J BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
N
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday
A. M. Regular comnlgit
munication first and O. R. C. ball, on Douglas avenie Bl
in S o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members are e
J. C. Werta, Pre
each month. Visiting dia!ly welcome
brothers cordially in dent; J; T Buhler. Secretary; O. &
vited. Guy M. Cary, w. M, H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

Petten, Secretary,
Meets first and third Tnee
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordlaV
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglaa
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. I,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
Ce llar conclave
.4 Tsea-sonlo Temple
M. Smith, B.

corder.

at

C;

7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
Chas. Tamme, Re

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGA3 CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-.- vocation first Monday in
eacl
month at Masonic

!

I

remple at 7:80

'

Brinegar, H. P.; F.
Blood, Becretary.

H
tgSjl
"U
.i

p.

m- -

A.

i
Las ucr.io huuuti

I. O.- O. P..

East Bound
Arrive

2..
..

No,

O. No.

.

No. 8..
No. 10.
NO.

.

....

P. O. ELKS Meeta second .nrf
rourtn Tuesday evenina of ,ch
month Elks' home on Ninth
Douglas
avenue. Ylsltlna; brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
secretary.

Depart
7:45 p.
11:59 p. m
2:30 a. m
2:00 s. m

a

p. m
p. m

.11:51
. 2:25 a. m
. 1:35 p. m
West Bound

Meets every Monday
.. their hall on Sixth street All
visiting No.
brethren cordiallv invUeJi
No.
J. Friedenstine. N. G.; A. T. Rogers, No.
i. m. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No.
Wertz, Treasurer: n.
vjciuBwry xrustee.
.

720

Arrive
1:10 p. m

Depart
1:35 p.
6:40 a.
4:30 f. Bk
7:00 . &

a
n

. 6:35 a. m....;
. 4:20 p. m
. 6:35 p. m

B.

trf

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
TEMPERANCE SOCIETIES
nrst and third Mondays of each
FOR SALE
Household
20. Plans month at 8
furniture.
Winnipeg, Man., March
p. m. Visitin KnlehtR and
Mrs. Vasse, 1109 Douglas avenue.
for taking an active part in the com Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-ing provincial campaign will be for man, President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
FOR. SALE Bourboon Red Turkey mulated at a, convention to be held
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow. Local Denutv.
eggs, 30 cents each;
the stay at here early next week by representa 908 Jackson
avenue; Z. W. Montague,
home kind. Phone Purple EC23. tives of the various temperance orga
Assistant peputy, 1011 Sixth street,
Mrs. Charles Lewis.
nizations of Manitoba. An effort pro East Las
Vegas, N. M.
bably, will be made to have the liberal
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R. party candidates pledge themselves to
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second ant
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c, $1 the cause of temperance legislation in
fourth
Thursday evening eacl
and $1.25 per getting of 13; R. C. R. return for the support of the temperI. strong
cockerels. C. ance advocates. If a satisfactory agree month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsltln
W. Wesner.
ment cannot be reached along this brothers cordially invited. Howard T
,
line it is possible that the temperance Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
1
BABY CHICKS, 10c Rhode Island Reds societies will "nominate candidates of 3. E. R0SENWAL.0 LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets
and Barred Rocks. Safl delivery their own.
every first Tue
day of the month In the vestry room
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os
Chamberlain's Tablets for Constipation uf Temple Montefiore at S o'clock
age City, Kansas.
For constipation, Chamberlain s Tab m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
mild
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlet
FOR SALE Five passenger touring lets are excelelnt. Easy to take,
and gentle in effect, uive them a trial
car, also my black driving mare, For sale by all dealers.--AdGreenclay, Secretary.
buggy and harness. Ben Coles.
BIG POST SHIPMENTS
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Santa Fe, March- 20. Thirty-fiv- e
Meet in
Merest ot Brotherlj
hundred pounds of beans were ship- Love at Woodmen oJ the World hall
ped from Las Cruces to Mogollon by on the second and fourth Mondays ot
FOR RENT Furnished house. Phone parcel post the other1 d.ay and a Silver each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
City merchant at the same time ship Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Main 230.
ped half a ton of flour In the same Montague, Local Deputy.
Visltin
members are especially welcoae and
TWO furnished rooms for light house- manner.
cordially Invited.
keeping. Modern except heat No
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
sick. T. J. Carvill, 810 Lincoln.
Lucas County,
bs.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
FOR RENT Six room cottage, bath, is senior partner of tne firm of P. J.
urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
electric lights. 710 Lincoln, Apply Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, county and State afore- Pioneer building. Visiting members
T. Foster, 506
Grand.
said, and that said firm will pay the are
cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms for each and every case of Catarrh G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
with board if desired. 710 Grand. that cannot he cured by the use of
HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENE.Y.
me and subscribed
to
before
Sworn
ATTORNEYS
in my presence, this 6th day of Decem2,000 lbs.,' or More, Each Del very
ber, A. D. 1886.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 Ibs Each Delivery
HUNKER A HUNKER.
A. "W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
200 Ibc, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
A.
Hunker. Chester A. Hankw
George
Notary Public.
SO lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken InterAttorneya-at-Laacts
and
blood
upon
Less than 60 Iba Each Delivery
the
directly
nally
Las Vegaa,
New Met!

For

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
It

giving you
a present foi doing something
you 'cl do eny
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

May-hatche- d

FLOUR rtclh is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

.

4

For Rsnt

'

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

V

SILVER
FRENCH-RE-

Y

(STER-

LING) FINISH

FMPRESS
can be ok--

f

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

DR. F.

HUXMANN
Dentist
Dental work of any description at
B.

moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 111
East Las Yegas. New Mexico

and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75o.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
r

NOTICE TO ALL WHOM IT MAY
CONCERN
Notice is hereby given to all whom

it may concern, that, the undersigned
was on the nineteenth day of February, A. D. 1914, appointed executrix
'
of the laBt will and testament of Tina
23 Years Practical Experience.
G. Elston deceased.
R. A. JONES
W. W. BOWER8.
All persons having claims against
the estate of said deceased must preProfeslonal Health Culture for Ladles sent them within the time prescribed
by law.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
AGNES J. McKEE;
General
Massage, Hair and Scalp
Executrix.
Treatment, Facial Massage, Man!-- ,
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 12S
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
JONES-BOWER-

S

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
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Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors ef Natmral lea, tme PartJJ!
Lastins Qualities et Whlea Have kade Las Vegas ramea.
OFFICE 701 DOUQLAt AVENUE
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Special "Health Warning" for March
March is a trying month for the
very young and for elderly people.
Croup, bronchial colds, lagrtppe' and
pneumonia are to be feared and avoided. Foley's Honey and Tar ia a great
family medicine that will quickly stop
a cough, chock the progress of a coul
and relieve inflamed and congested
air passages. It is eafo, pure ana always reliable. O. G. Schaefer aud Red
Cross Drug Store, Adv.
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS'
PROCEEDINGS

(Continued from Yesterday.)
Tuesday, September 2nd, A. D. 1913.
The board met pursuant to adjournment.
Present: ..Fidel Ortiz, Chairman;
John H. York, County Commissioner;
Antonio A. .Gallegos, County Commissioner, Lorenzoi Delgado, Clerk pf the
Board; Florentine Montoya, Interpreter.
The record of the proceedings of yesterday, read, approved and signed.
Public Road Mesa-DLbs Chupainas.
The petition heretofore presented
and filed in the office of the clerk for
the establishing of a public roadway
by declaring that certain road which
brandies- off from the public road
leading to La Llendre, and running to
the top of the mesa of Las Chupainas,
within San Miguel County, to be a
public thoroughfare, being set for further hearing, this day O. A. ' Larra-boIAttorney, and cJregorio Anaya,
Bugenlo Lucero, and Daniel Nieto, a
committee, representing the owners
of al certain portion of said proposed
public roadway, and ' which portion
Bald owners claim to be a ,prlvate or
toll road, appeared before the board
and filed their answer or protest to
the granting of said petition, and setting forth that said roadway, claimed
by them and 35 other persons, is a
private road and waa built about 17
Tears ago by private individuals; that
said road runs throughout its whole
length within the Tecolote Grant, and
was built by said protestants with
the, consent and permission of the
Board of Trustees managing said
cJalm, and that said protestants pay
a regular annual tax unto the said
Board of Trustees for the keeping and
maintaining of said road.
And further, that said road Is kept
in good repair and condition by said
protestants and the other owners,
thereof, at their own cost and expense, and that said road is the private property of the above mentioned
owners. And Jose Leon Herrara, who
was cited by the board to appear, this
day to show cause why ha should not
be compelled to remove all obstructions from the said proposed public
road, having also filed a reply and
stating that the fence complained of
is maintained by him across said road
at a point within the, Tecolote Grant,
by permission of the Board of Trustees of said grant; that the land enclosed by said fence belongs to him
and is under cultivation, and that
there is a good road for the public
use running around said fence, and,
therefore, upon consideration, the
Jboard being advised in. the premises
the above mentioned petition now
being withdrawn, by the petitioners,
in so far as it pertains' to said private
or toll road, upon motion,
It is ordered that that portion of
the said above proposed public highway, described in said petition, which
is not included in that certain portion
claimed as a private or toll road, be,
and the same la decrared, hereby, to
be a public roadway.
Varela Land Pecos Bridge.
It having been shown to the board
that in building the east approach to
the bridge at Pecos, near Pecos
Town, San Miguel County, New Mexico, a certain small tract of land belonging to Jose VarelaVas used and
taken by the board for road purposes,
and in building such approach, and a
communication having been received
from said Jose Varela, asking that he
be reimbursed for the loss of said
land so taken as above net forth In
the uiu of at least $100.00, upon consideration land a motion made by
John H. York,
It is ordered by the' board that Jose
Varela be allowed the sum of $50.00
for the small piece or land above mentioned and used by this board for
road purposes in building the east approach to the Pecos Bridge, near
Pcos, San Miguel County, New Mexico, and that a warrant for said
amount be made by the clerk, upon
the treasurer of said county, to be
paid to the said Jose Varela, upon the
delivery by him of a proper transfer
to the County of San Miguel, of Bald
piece of land above mentioned.
Resignation J. P. Precinct No, 31.
The resignation of Teodocio Chavez,
Justice of the Peace of Precinct No.
e

31, San Miguel County,

duties of such office uion the giv-in- !
of a bond in the sum of $.V00.0(
am' taking the oath required by law;
also that he receive into his custody
all thn books and records from the
former Justice of the Peace, pertaining to said office, notice of this order to be given by the clerk.
Advertisements for Bids for Bridges.
Tha clerk, having heretofore, at
former sessions, been directed by the
board, to proceed with the publications for bids .for the construction of
two bridges, one over the Gallinas
River at the crossing of Independence
Avenue and Prince Street, between
the Town of Las Vegas and the City
of East Las Vegas, San Miguel County, New Mexico, and one at Kearney's
Gap, same county and state, such
call for bids being in words and fig:
ures as follows,
Call for Bids
Healed proposals will be received
at the office of the County Clerk of
San Miguel County, New Mexico, at
Las Vegas, New Mexlc ' until 2:00
P. M. September 20th, 1913, for the
bridged-span- s
construction of a four-spa- n
to be forty (10) feet each and
the, width of the bridge to be sixteen
feet in the clear, piers and abutments to be made of concrete.
Bids will be received on plans with
and without concrete floor. The location of the bridge is at the foot of
Independence Avenue at the crossing
of the Rio Gallinas.
IPilanisI
and specifications may be
seen at the. office of the aforesaid
County Clerk, or at the. office of
George E, Morrison, County Engineer.
A bond in the sum. of One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars with two sufficient sureties, residents of the County of San Miguel, New Mexico,
for the faithful performance
of the conditions of the bid, must accompany each bid.
It Is proposed that the said bridge
the first
shall be completed prior
'
day of April, A. D. 1914.
sura
of
A satisfactory bond in the
with. two sufTen Thousand Dolla-rsficient securities, residents of the
County of San Miguel, New. Mexico, or
a satisfactory bond of the said amount,
conditioned for the accurate and faithful performance of the contract for
the building of said bridge, will be
required of the successful bidder.
The bidders are invited to submit
alternate plans for the cinsideratlon
of the board of county commissioners.
The Board of County Commissioners reserve the right to reject any
and all Ibds.
The Board of County Commissioners
of the County of San Miguel, August
hiB

to-w- it

5th, 1913.

,

' v

By FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
Attest LORENZO DELGAIX, Clerk.
;"(SEAL)
Call for Bids
Sealed proposal will be received
at the office of the County Clerk of
San Miguel County, New Mexico, until
2:00 P. M. September 20th, 1913 for
the construction of a sixty-foo- t
bridge

'"

-

of one span, and 16 feet .width of
roadway, the abutments to be of concrete.
Thel location of the bridge is at
Kearney's Kap, about 5 miles south
of Las Vegas, at the place where the
road crosses, the Agua Zarca arroyo,
Plans and specifications may be
seen at the office of the aforesaid
County Clerk or at the office of the
County Engineer, George E. Morrison.
A bond in the sum of ($1,000) One
Thousand Dollars, with two sufficient
sureties, residents of the County of
San Miguel, New Mexico, conditioned
for the faithful .performance of the
conditions of the bid, must accom
pany each bid.
It is proposed that the said bridge
shall be completed prior to the first
day of April, A. D. 1914.
A satisfactory bond in the sum of
Ten Thousand ($10,000) Dallars with
two sufficient sureties, residents of
tha County of San Miguel, New Mexico, or satisfactory surety bond of the
same amount, conditioned for the accurate and faithful performance of
the contract for the building of said
bridge, will be required of the success
ful bidder.
The board' of county commissioners
reserve the right to reject any or all
bids.

The Board of County Commissioners
of the County of San Miguel,
By FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.

New. Mexico,
being presented to the board, this day
(SEAL
upon consideration and a motion duly J. V. Bond Precinct No. 9.
made, the said resignation Is accepted
The following official bond of
' and ordered filed in the office of the
Charles E. Liebscbner, as Justice of
clerk.
the Peace, within and for Precinct No.
J. P. Precinct No. 31.
49, San Miguel County, New Mexico,
A petition for the appointment of being
presented for approval, Upon
a Justice of the Peace, within, and for examination thereof, the same is ac
Precinct No. 31, San Miguel County, cepted and ordered filed in the office
New Mexico, In the place of Teodocio of the clerk for record,
Chavez, resigned, being submitted to
No. 87, Charles E. Liebschner, Prethe board, and which said petition cinct No. 48, Office, J, P.
recommends!
the name of Netor Hillside Precinct.
Grieco as such. Justice of the Peace,
The petition heretofore filed with
-

upon due consideration and a motion
'.
duly made,
It ia ordered by the board that Nes
tor Griego, be, and he is hereby nam
ed as Justice of the peace within tind
tor Precinct No. 31, San Miguel Connto enter upon
j

the board, and signed by at least

50

residents of San Miguel County, New
Mexico, for the creation of a new precinct to be called Hillside Precinct,
from a portion of what is now known
aa Precinct No. 29, of paid San Misrael
County, New Mexico, being now sub

mitted for further consideration and
action, such petition being In due
form as required by law, and there
being no protest thereto, the board,
upon examination, being satisfied that
the prayer of said petition should be
granted, upon motion,
Be it resolved and ordered by the
Board of County Commissioners, In
Regular Session, that a new Precinct
be, and the same is hereby created to
be known' as Hillside Precinct, number 54, from the Eastern part of what
is now Precinct 29, within San Miguel County, State of New Mexico, to
be described and include the following lands as set forth In said petition,

FRIDAY, MARCH

20, 1914.

Receipt No. 12 from County Treasurer, to Clerk, returned by Sheriff,

No. 10129, Mt. States Tel. Co., Tel.
H. and Jail, Geo. Co. fund, $17.00.
No. 10130, Agua Pura Co., Water
rent Sept., 1913, Gen. Co. fund, $25.00.
No. 10131, M. F. Des Marais, Exam.
Insane person, Gen. Co. fund,
No. 10132, M. A. Sanchez, Assr.,
Postage, Office, Gen. C. fund, $1.00.
No. 10133, Felipe Lopez, Bed for
Jail, Gen. Co. fund, $6.0O.
No. 10134, Redi Cross Drug Co.,
Stationery Co. Institute, Gen. Co. fund,
$6.40.
Js'o. 10135 Alfredo Geofrion, Int. J.
P. Ct., Gen. Co. fund, $2.00.
No. 10136, L. V. Light & Power Co.,
Light C. H. and Bridge, Gen. Co, fund,
$35.00,
No. 10137 , Jose P. Mares, Fees,
Const, Gen. Co. fund, $3.50.
No. 10138, Felix Garcia y Gutierrez,
Fees, J. P., Gen. Co. fund, $10.50.
No. 10139, Felix Garcia y Gutierrez,
Fees, J. p.-- Gen. Co. fund, $4.75.
No. 10140, Felix Garcia y Gutierrez,
Fees, J. P., Gen. Co. fund, $3.50.
No. 10141, Jablo Jaramillo, int. J.
P. Ct., Gen. Co. fund, $2.00.
No. 10142, Roman Gartegos, Ex.
Subpoenaing S. Arapn, Gen Co. fund,

Ct

$10.00.

Receipt from County Treasurer, to
Clerk, dated August 14, 1913, return
ed by Santiago Aragon, $100.00
Report D. R, Murray, . p. Precinct
29, June Quar., fines collected, $39.00.
Bills Approved.
The following bills against the
County of Sju M.guel, hav.nj been
submitted for payment, upon examination thereof the same are approved
and the Clerk is directed to Issue his
several warrants in settlement there-

of,
No. 10114, Pedro Garduno, Fee, J.
P., Gen. Co. fund, 1912, $3.50.
No. 10115, Pedro Garduno, Fees, J.
All of Township 16 North of Range
P., Gen. Co. Fund, 1912, $4.85.
17 East,
No. 10116, Pedro Garduno, Fees, J.
All of Township 16 North of Range
P.', Gen. C. fund 1912, $4.00.
18 East,
No. 10117, Pedro Garduno, Fees, J.
Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, of TownGen. Co. fund, 1912, $4.85.
P.,
17
17
of
North
East,
Range
ship
No. 10118, Florentino Montoya, Int.
Sections 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, TownCo. Commrs., Gen, Co. fund, 1912,
ship 17 North of Range 17 East
t:

to-wi-t:

J

.

Sections 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, Town- $2.00.
No. 10119, Jose G. Lucero, 'Sal. Janship 17 North of Range 1 East,
The South
qf Township 17 itor, Aug., 1913, Gen. Co. fund, $40.00.
No. 10120, Amador Ulibarri, Sal.
North of Range 19 East,
of Township 15 Jailer, Aug., 1913, Gen. Co. fund
The Northwest
$75.00.
North of Range 18 East,
No. 10121, Ricardo Ulibarri, Asst.
Also sections 13, 24, 25, 36, T. 16
Jailer, Aug., 1913, Gen. Co. fund,
R. 16 East
$50X0.
J. P. and Constable Precinct 64.
No. 10122, Ainador Ulibarrt, Fees
Upon a petition presented to. the
Gen. Co. fund, fl.50.
Const,
the
apfor
this
day, asking
board,
No. 10123, Felipe Lopez, Interpreter
pointment of W. F. Calhoun, as Justice of the Peace, and Henry Janzen, J. P. Court Gen. Co. fund, $2.00.
No. 10124, Jose A. Gallegos, BIdg.,
as Constable, within and for said preCloset
Jail, etc., C. and J. fund. $9.50.
cinct, upon motion,
No. 10125, R. Gallegos, Sheriff. Ex.
It Is ordered by the. board, that said
V. F. Calhoun, be, and he Is named Insane man to Asylum, Gen. Co. fund,
as Justice of the Peace, within and $3.00.
No. 10126, R. Gallegos, Sheriff. Ex.
for Hillside Precinct, No. 54 of San
woman to Asylum, Gen. Co.
Ipsame
New
State
of
Mexico,
Miguel County,
and Henry Janzen is appointed Con- fund, $3.00,
No. 10127, R. Gallegos, Sheriff Ex.
stable thereof, such officers to execute the necessary bonds and oaths as Insane woman to Aaylum, Geu. Co
required by law, before entering upon fund, $3.00.
No. 1012S, La Voz del Pueblo, Pub.
their duties as such, and that the
clerk give due notice to said parties Notices, Gen. School fund, $6.77.
of their appointments as above set
forth,
Fill Villanueva Bridge.
The board having directed that
Florentine Montoya proceed with the
earth fills to be made for the approaches to the Villanueva bridge,
within San Miguel County, New Mexico, and also the fill between the
spans of said bridge, such fills to be
made and consist of
gravel
s
and sand, and
dirt or clay,
at the rate of 40c per cubic yard, and
upon motion,.
Be it ordered by the said board that
the said Florentine Montoya enter into a written contract witn the County i
of San Miguel, for the making of said
fills, as aoove set forth at the rate of
40c per cubic yard, and that he finish
such work in a good, substantial and
workmanlike manner, said approaches
and fills to be completed by January
1,' 1914, and that payment, therefor,
be made upon the completion therer i
of, as herein Indicated, and the ap- s
proval and acceptance of such work,
after report is duly made by the county engineer, and such written contract being now submitted to the H
board, the same is duly signed and
approved to be filed in the office of
the clerk for record.
Payments Cess Pools Court House
Sewer.
The following payments heretofore
assessed to the property owners,
whoso properties are connected with
the Court House Sewer, and assessed
pro. rata, being ipart of the cost of
building two certain Cess Pools as an
outlet for the said sewer, having been
paid over to the clerk, upon motion,
It is ordered that said moneys 80
paid in lupon said cess pools, be turned over to the Treasurer of San Miguel County, New Mexico, the same
to be credited to the Court House and
Jail Fund, of said county, for the year
!
1912, and that the clerk take receipt
therefor,
IJ
Charles Ilfeld Co., $10.00.
Antonio Lucero, $10.00.
Adelaido Gonzales, $15.00.
Romero Mercantile Co., $20.00.
Margarito Romero, $10.00.
Hipolito C. De Baca, $10.00.
Reports, Receipts, esc.
The following reports, receipts, etc.,
having been submitted to the board,
upon the reading and examination
thereof, the same are approved and
ordered filed in the office of the clerk,
:

,

$3.00.

fund,

K-l-

--

Med-icin-

as Eng., Pecos Bridge, Bridge fund,
$34,85.
No. 10162, Optio

Pub. Co., Pub.
Commrs, proceedings, Gen. Co. fund,

No. 10143, D. R. Murray, Fees, J. P., $34.63.
Gen. Co. fund, $7.00.
No. 10164, Alejandro Gomez, Fees,
No. 10144, Roman GallegoH, Ex. St J. P., Gen. Co. fund, $5, 75.
vs. Simon Duran, Gen. Co. fund,
No. 10164, Pablo Ortiz, Serv. Janitor
$11.75.

No. 10145, Optic Pub. Co., Pub. call

Teachers' Exam., Gen. Sen. fund, $4.00.
No. 10165, Sabina Gustafson, Sten.
St vs. E. Montoya, Gen. Co. fund,

Chronic Stomach Trouble Cured
There is nothing more discouraging:
than a chronic disorder of the stom
ach. Is it not surprising that man?
suffer for years with Buch an ailmenfc
when a permanent cure la within their
reach and may be had for a trifle?
"About one year ago," says P. H.
Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought &
package of Chamberlain's Tablets, ar-- .
since using them I have felt perfectly-wellI had previously used any number of different medicines, but non
or them were of any lasting benefit."
For sale by all dealers. Adv.

.
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Monthly report of Bugenlo Romero,
County Treasurer, for August, 1913.
Statement of Liquor Licenses received by County Treasurer for Aug-ms-

Bp

t,

1913, $480.00,

Statement of Poll Taxes received
by County Treasurer for August, 1913
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$776,26.
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Report of Liquor Licenses collected
by Roman Gallegos, Sheriff, for August 1913, $500.00.
Receipt No. 96, to County Treaauier,
from H. C. Smith, 'i reasurer, City of
Las Vegas, School District No. 2.,
to County Treasurer,
Receipt
from Martin Delgado, Treasurer.Town
of Las Vi'as and School District'?
Nee. 1 and 4, $172.55.
Receipt No. 291 to Cemniy Trenw-er- ,
from State Treasurer, for Augnst.
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$13.70.

$1,168.67.
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(To be Continued Tomorrow)

bids, bridges, etc., Bridge fund, $11.23.
No. 10146, Chas. Ilfeld Co., Mattress, $7.50,
quilts, etc., Jail, C. and jail fund,
Upon motion the Board adjourned
$30.00.
to Saturday, September 20th, 1913, to
No. 10147, Frank J. Gearing, Orates, 2; 00 o'clock in the P. M. of said day.
Maps, C. H. and Jail, 0. an 1 Jail fund,
FIDEL, ORTIZ, Chairman,
$15.40.
Attest LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
';
No. 10118, Decideria C De Baca Special Session, Monday, September
8th, A. D. 1913.
I'fp. and Cleaning closes, Jail, 0 and
Ml : .ad. $7.25.
The Board met in special session
No. 10149, Optic Pub. Co., Printing pursuant to the call of the Chairman
tax sales, liens, etc., Gen. Co., fund, thereof.
$875.
Present: Fidel Ortiz, Chairman;
No. 10150, R. Gallegos, Sheriff, Ex. John H-- York, County Commissioner;
St. vs. Tranquillo Yarra, Gen. Co. Lorenzo Delgado, Clerk of the Board.

two-third-

101.:-!-

County Road Board.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, if. W.
Charles Ilfeld, F. (). Wood, It. J. Th
-pert and others, resident) aiid t;, ,
v
N:
of
San Miguel County,
payers
Mexico, appearing before the I!ca! S
and requested that some action
taken on behalf of the County
t.0
with tlu
County Road Board towards the improving and repairing of Count-Roadleading into Las Vegas, the majority of said highways being in ba
condition, and in one. or two iiisur.K
almost Impassable, and after hearing,
the different parties present, and certain members of the County Roatl
Board also appearing at this time
George II. Hunker, Chairman thereof,
and R. J. Taupert, Secretary aneS
Treasurer, and upon motion duly carried a joint session, is. now held of the
said Board pf County Commissionera
and the County Road Board, it heir,;-th- e
sense of both bodies that ihey co
operate and act jointly towards tha
improving of the public roads of th:
County, and that Bald Boards cxerft
every effort In maintaining the public
roadw-ayin the highest and best possible condition.
Upon motion the board adjourns!
subject to the call of the chairman
thereof.
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
Attest LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.

$5.00.

No. J0151, Red Cross Drug Co., 1
Qt. ink, Assessor, Gen. Co. fund, $1.00.
e
No. 10152, Red Cross Drug Co.,
Prisoners, Jail, Gen. Co. fund,
$3.00.
No. 10153,, R. Gallegos,
Sheriff,
Boarding Prisoners, Aug., 1913, Gen.
Co. fund, $257.25.
No. 10156, R. Gallegos, Sheriff, Fuel,
Aug., 1913, $25.00.
No. 10155, Geo. E. Morrison, Co.
Eng., Bridge, etc., Bridge fund, $89.70.
No. 10156, Geo. E. Morrison, Serv.
Eng. Pecos Bridge, Bridge fund,
$76.70,
No. 10157, Geo.'B--. Morrison, Serv.
Eng. Const, of Bridge, Bridge fund,
'
$85.00.
No. 10158, Geo. B. Morrison, Serv.
iEng., Azul Bridge, Bridge fund,
$128.35.
No. 10159, Geo. E. Morrison, Ex.
Bridge trip, Bridge fund, $18.50.
No. 10160, Geo. B. Morrison, Ex.
to Vfliauueva, Bridge fund, $4.95.
No.- 10161, Geo. E. Morrison, Serv.
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LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile lamps at 6:41
o'clock this evening.

1 Galon Cans "Olivette" Brand $2.95
2
Galon Cans "Olivette" Brand 1.50
1--

70c

Small Cans "Olivette" Brand
TOIS IS Till: VERY FINEST

n

ARIZONA OIL

;

This Price for this Week Only
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IAUAJ0 OLf
As
Direct from the Indian Reservations-Larg- e'
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
--

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the

Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHILES

ILFELD COMPANY

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

WHEN YOIJ CUT THE
v.

Kv:

(7

v

?

made with our" Pure Quill
flour you wiU be surprised at
Its lightness and beautiful
appearance. You will be
delighted with its flavor. For
the use of our flour Insures
a good bsJdng. Try a sack
today ani you'll be a regular
customer hereafter.

FLOUR

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
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FURNISHED ROOMS IN MODERN HOME?
1

are lnoknro fnr tfm v?fv Azv
A4vr-"
'
tise vour rooms in the Ootic's For Rnt flnfrimn
and get results
.
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For Sale

Haynes
mobile, good as new, modern
ments. Phone Main 115 or 297.

autoequip-

Adv.

n

k

Yesterday was realiy cold according to the weather report which Bhows
that the maximum temperature was
48 degrees. The minimum last night
was 18 degrees.

g

Attorney Charles "W". G. Ward has
notified the people of these two towns
that this election, must be conducted
in an orderly manner, and that there
shall be no unusual demonstration."

This afternoon at the Christian tabernacle the Christian ladies entertainWilliam Cullen, who has been proed in honor of Voe ladies of all the prietor of the Coors pavilion saloon
other chcurches. A delightful Session for the past several months, has left
was enjoyed.
the city and his whereabouts Is not
known, according to his friends, whom
Clarence Iden of the firm of Gross Cullen did not tell goodbye. The
Kelly & Company is rapidly recover- young man Is said to have become in.
ing from his siege of illness and will volved financially. be at his office tomorrow, it was an'
nounced today.
Florenclo Esquibel made application
at the court house this morning for
A car of race horses passed through
i bounty on twq coyotes. Esquibel
Las Vegas this afternoon, en route resides at Sabinoso. Nicolas Esqui
from El Paso to New York. The bel, also of Sabinoso, applied for boun
horses were English ponies which had ty on six coyotes and two wild cats.
i
been used in racing at Juarez.
The total bounty was $16. David Padilla of Ribera also applied for i
plifCli'irfes McVengh was arrested last bounty on two coyotes.
'night by Officer E. C. Ward on the
change of drunkenness and this mornThia evening at the court house
ing "Was sentenced to serve ten days Mrs. Maude L. Greene, a representaworking on the city streets by judge tive of the National Wi C. T. U., will
6W-tD. R."' Murray.
address a public meeting.. Mrs. Greene
will give a lecture illustrated with carWord comes from Rayado that the toons and her subjects will be along
Abraen ranch, which was recently general reform lines, Including tempurchased by the Hagerdon Brothers perance. Lieutenant Governor E. C.
of Denver, is now undergoing a com- De Baca 'will interpret for Mrs.
'
plete rejuvenation. It is planned to Greene.
make extensive Improvements on this
ranch and to make it the' best in that
Norman J. Gunderson,
aged 21
section of the state.
years, died yesterday following an illness that extended over several years.
The St. Joseph society of the West Death came at the Las Vegas hosside held its annual feast yesterday pital where Gunderson had been conat the church of Our Lady of Sorrows. fined to his bed. since his arrival in
This observance consists of high Las Vegas, about two weeks ago. Gunmass holy communion and many derson was a native of Bricelyn,
other pretty ceremonies and was Minn. He is survived by his mother,
well observed' yesterday, 04 members who resides at' Bricelyn, and also by
of the society being present.
several sisters. Pending Instructions
from the relatives the body will be
All milk dealers who intend to con- held here but probably will be sent
tinue business during the month of to Minnesota. J. C. Johnsen & Son
April should remember that they have charge of the body.
must apply to the city clerk to have
their herds inspected by the city diary
CHANCE FOR RAILROADERS
civil service examiinspector. Otherwise mey cannot sell
OnApril
milk or cream. The ordinance cre- nations wll be held in thi!j city for
ating the office of milk inspector goes the positions of inspector of safety
into effect with the first of April.
appliances and for inspector of hours
of service. Both positions require
The robbery case that has been in men who have had previous experiprogress at Judge D. R. Murray's ence in railroad work, as both apply
court for the past three days was to that business. The salaries paid
ended yesterday afternoon when the tor these two positions are $1,800 each
court bound Francisco Padilla, the ac per annum. It has been announced
cused robber, over to the grand jury that senior students of reputable medi
under a $500 bond. The case caused cal colleges will be admitted to the
much excitement at the court and open competitive examination for
much evidence was given on both medical interne in the government
sides.
hospital for the insane to be held on
April 8. Any other information con
Sunday afternoon at the State Hos cerning these examinations may be
pital for the Insane the 0Malley Vio obtained from E. S. Showalter at the
lin club will give a special concert postoffice.
for the benefit of the patients of that
institution. The concert undoubtedly
will be excellent; the ability of the DABUONT PREVAILS AT
violin club being' well known. The
concert is complimentary to the in
PAVING CONSULTATION
mates of the Institution who seldom
hearare afforded the opportunity of
ing real talent.
BRIDGE STREET PROPERTY OWN
ERS ARE ANXIOUS THAT
The organiaztlon of an orchestra to
WORK BEGIN SOON
,
succeed the Simison aggregation and
furnish musio to the public for dances
Harmony prevailed at the meeting
and other affairs, has just been com- of the
Bridge street property owners
pleted! This orchestra has not been with the West side council last night
named, 'but probably will receive its Protest against the proposed
paving
iff ieial title In the near future. Mrs. was made
by Appel Brothers, who said
Charles Kohn Is the director and the expense would not be
equalled by
(pianist, while H. ta. Northrup is the the benefit.
The protest was forbusiness manager and trombone play mally
only and no Indication was
er. The other members are C. J. given that the
would take
Appels
Fuhst, flute; Robert Kasper, cornet, measures to fight the paving. A big
and Ed Hite, violin.
majority of the property owners were
present and said they were anxious
Frank Saplin of Santa Fe,.Who is that the street be
paved.
the secretary and treasurer of a San
The property owners suggested that
Juan oil company, brought news to they be allowed to advise with the
Las Vegas today to he effect that council when the contracts were let,
his company is In a substantial finan arid while no formal action was taken,
cial condition and will begin work at the aldermen gave the impression that
once in the sinking of another well they would allow such a
procedure.
to determine whether or not oil or The committee is
composed of Jeffergas In commercial quantities may be son Raynold3, Ludwig W. Weld, Danobtained. A well was sunk some time iel Stern and Obaido Maloof.
but an underground flow of water
t
prevented the taking of any large
amount of oil from it.
ii
24-2- 5

CAKE

1

Old Taylor whiBkey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Finch's Golden Wediiinig Rye, aged pany of the National Guard in Las Vein wood. Direct from the distillery to gas. General Herring wishes It unyou. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. derstood that Company H must be recruited up to Its full strength before
General Indications are that there April 1 If it la to remain a part of the
will be a snow storm this evening. regimental organization of the state.
Toward noon today the atmosphere If Company H becomes strong enough
gradually cooled and late this after- to be allowed to maintain headquarters
noon the prospects lor a storm were in Las Vegas, then, another company
good. , The farmers and cattle men may be organized
say that the country needs a good
The adjutant general says Company
snow etona
H may be made a mixed company, a
Spanish-Americacompany or a strictOn March 24 elections will be held
company, but he
ly English-speakin- g
in the towns of Pecos, and Layba on would
prefer that the Spanish-speathe matter of local "option. District ing and English-speakinboys work

!e Best of Everying MM

for the maintenance of
together
the company. If a second com
pany la organized and enough recruits are obtained to make Its existence assured, men may be transferred
If they so desire and the officers deem
It advisable to grant the requests. One
thing la certain and that Is that Company H will be taken away from Las
Vegas unless It Is recruited to its required strength.

AUTOMOBILE
LIVERY xnd REPAIRING
also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY
We

ALL REPAIR WORK
GUARANTEED
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

PLENTY OF GREENS

FORMERLY
LAS VEGAS FORD

FOR LENT KEEPERS
ROUND OF THE MARKETS SHOW
A WIDE VARIETY OF VEGE
TABLES ON DISPLAY

EHLiTIA AND THE ARR1Y
TO

E1AIIP

TOGETHER

MANEUVERS
WILL BEHELD IN
AND AT THE
CALIFORNIA
CAPITAL

Washington, March 20. Joint maneuvers between the United States
army and the National Guard this
year, announced today by the war de
partment, Include a campaign against
Washington, which will, be defended
against an invading army which will
be concentrated at Baltimore.
Maneuvers will be held about the
same time at San Francisco, which
will be defended against an attacking
force, which will land on the beaches
to adYaneeagaJnsii the city.
(

"Cordelia Blossom," a comedy in
four acts, by. George Randolph Cheater and Lillian Chester, Is to have Its
first production Easter week,
t

COMPANY

o You Propose Going
to House- -

A Lenten observer might turn veg

etarlan these days and still continue
an existence that would be enjoyable
as far as victuals are concerned. The
market lstuffe&jjrUh. good things
for the vegetable yank and largely
for the other fellow, who. usually rel
ishes green things.
The latest article on the market Is
cucumbers, which arrived this week
and are selling at 20 cents for one
cucumber 035 centf t(for two. That
sounds steep, in cost, but the vegetable Is of the large species. Another
article that will interest the housewife should she miss it on her daily
round of the stores, has arrived in
the form of asparagus. This sells
two bunches for 25 cents, a minimum
price for this season of the year.
All other kinds of fresh goods may
be obtained. A look at qne of the
fancy vegetable counters of the local
markets seems to imply that the season is ahead of itself and tliat we are
now in the midst of summer With all
the fresh vegetables abundant
Strawberries are selling at the same
rate now as. at Christmas time, two
boxes for 35 cents. The store keepers
say that the sale has been heavy.
Oranges also are especially cheap.

SALES
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see us for
everything tofurn-isthe home
If so

h

Our easy payment plan makes happy
i
homes
,

,

J.

JOHNSEN

G.

II

TIES

SON

IliOES

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski- n

ed for

the auto.
ALL WORK

CONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PEEFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
PIT

lOSS'tlDSE
IS

MU M
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3AL OPERATORS BLAME STRSK,
ER3 FOR AN OUTRAGE AT '
WALSENBURG

Walsenburg, Colo., iviarch 20 Dynamite planted, coal operators claim, by
striking miners partially wrecked the
home of David Muir, pit boss1 at the
Walsen mine here, late last night
That the perpetrators of the outrage
intended the death of Muir and his
two sons Is believed.
Muir has been at work throughout
the coal strike and his eons, David,
Jr., and John, recently returned to
their jobs, after having stopped work
when the strike commencedit Is said.
Shortly after 10 o'clock last night an

explosion which wa heard in severar
parts of town blew out the front of
the Muir home on Seventh street
None of the family was in the house
SI the time.
The militia is working on a clue
that la believed will result in arresta
BOMBAY'S GREAT DOCKS OPENEt?
Bombay, MarOw0r-Lo- rd
llardinge,

viceroy and governor general of India,,
arrived here today and formally opened the new Bombay docks, the foundation-stone
for which was laid by.
King George in 1905 when he visited
India as Prince of "Wales. The new
docks comprise the Alexandra wet
dock, which provides three miles of
deep water quayage, and the Hughes
dry dock, which is eaij to be the second largest graving dock in the world
and able to accommodate the largest
ship afloat. Tho combined works are
estimated to have cost more than.
'
$xo,ooo,ooo.
I
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'CLEANING

IT WILL BE REMOVED IF ITS MEM-- ;
BERSHIP IS NOT COMPLETE
BY APRIL 1

Those desiring wotk done
will please call on or phone
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There is Safety in a good
Watch, but there is Danger
in one that does not keep
accurate time. We stake our
reputation every watch that
goes out of our store,

....

Regardless of Price
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The
Science of

Soiling
Farms

it may be termed a science

include

a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest Barsber
of prospective buyers.
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To reach this
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